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AN ABSTRACT OF 믿HE THESIS OF
F. Eloise Ta용딩art for the Mastεj~S
in English presented on 꽉￡거1λS낀 l ~ 1딩 68
Ti tle: 1J쇼 lliam Morris: Esthetic for Com갔lun소 ty
Abs t :r‘act Approγed:
Saiil. A. YOl'"'ks 、Ghairlnarl
.B포81'"'.l11an
‘rhis paper analyz당 s and eγallλatas Will~8Jn M。χ\r1s f S
esthetic for community. 표e presented this esthetic in
lectures , letters , newspaper articles , and the drema
n。γ01 of a happier future Engl휴nd~ 뾰핍 웰으표 표o'lNhe :i.1\장 6
At the age of forty-three , af‘ter becomingan eminent
poet and a well-known decorative design artist , he
beg없1 to devote most of the last twenty years of his
3‘ ife 뇨。 generating an interest in the better communityo
F:irst~ he worked with people of the upper and middle
classes ,' the끄 he turned his attention to the working
men.
2 ,
I divide the analysis and evaluation of this work
of William Morris into f ‘ive s 앙 C벼ons o 믿he f ’irst
r section nM18S the man and places him 호n his period,
the Victor호뀔nAge. Within the 。γer-all conteJζt of
七he rapid industrial development of this period~ I
trace the four kinds of change that play앙 d significant
r。그.es in 七ur‘ning William Morris to a con~호 tπn.ent for an
esthetic f‘。 r corronunity--an ax멈-cen않red societ강 for all
Englishmen. Thθse areas are political ref。강:rn.， religious
change:~ seien뇨ific development~ and a turniD‘g to the
Middle Ages. I then r앙 la뇨e Morris to each area and
note his responses.
믿he second section presents Morris's esthetic
philosophy as he outlined 후t in his fir.st 1굉 ctul'"e ，
liThe L당 sse!‘ Ar뇨 s ~ tr and elaborated it in two later?
lectures , "Th~ Prospects of Architecture tl ilil.d II 표。w
We Live and How We Mi원.h t Live. 1I
믿he third section outlines Morris ’ s 'Gver-
changing proposals for putting his esth잉 tic into
effec뇨. Drawing from his knowled뭔e of h土 story I
he first sought simpleimuch repeated methods that
might produce results within the socia-political
system as it was. Later, discouragβd by lack of
whole~hearted r‘esponsa , he moγad to a serious
consideration oof ch a1'l gin딩 the system and in turn
recommended socialism , coramuniεmil and finally
짜-evolution for a period in the future o Through a그.1
this , h잉 h텅ld to.th영 basic idea that civilization
had developed to the point where change could be
consciouslγ planned instead of unconsciously
pe뀔nitted as it had been in th당 pas낀 centur소as.
The main part of the 뇨h당 sis ， secτion four ,
1λses some thirty lectures and articles for analyz-
ing his esthe七io and uses elements of his no끼Tel
표부꾀ξ ￡똥관 Nowhere , for 1111λS다l밟:bJe purpose s Q 믿뇨e
major elements of‘ his esthetic which carries with it
its own politics , religion. 1 education and morali낀τJ
are functionalism , art , beauty~ the pr‘。per uses of
\na피λre~ pleasureful work and pla~ and happines섭 9
‘rhe conclusion suggests how William Morrisfs
esthetic for communitγ which defines a good life
in a just and equal socie낀강 may be releγant to our
times. Morris accepted a challenB8 of his day--mo뇨i­
vating ‘ the working men, the rising midd그.e clas s , and
the leisure ridden wealthy \to the possibilities of a
nineteenth-century self-developing esthθtic.a Our
pre.sent day faces a similar chal1띤ng원--motiva뇨ing
the poverty stricken, the well paid middle and
3
lower classes and 七he overly affluent to a 뇨wentieth
century self‘-developing esthetic.
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William Morris was born in 1834 and died in 1896 0
His life almost coincid잉 s with the reign of Queen Vic-
toria. During Morris ’ s s1χty-t 때 o ;l 딩8.1:‘ S~ the En십lish
pattern moved from faith in "goodness and progress"
뇨。ward 없1 "aesthetic and Socialist tone" marked by
secularism.1
‘
Probing the campleJ갚ity of this shif낀
might be one way to write a historγ 。f Victor土 an
England $l but a brief tracing af four specif‘1c areas--
political reform, r‘eligious change , scientific dev상노op­
ment, and a turning to th용 Middle Ages--will go far
toward explaining the background of Morris ’ s de、relop­
ing a secularis七 and eventually socialist esthe뇨1c
for community.
I끄 1780, much of England Was still rural except
for London and a few industrial areas. But, with
lG. M。 쪼01λng ， Victorian ~nglan_d: Portrai tE 으훤 웰
짧흐 (New York, 1953사 pp.工l ， I-6-6- :I1ere-a:J'뇨er 훨℃싫 끓
Young.
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3young , p.ll. Late in 하1e century the Fabian
Society would work to permeate all levels of goγern­
ment and society with the ’determination 뇨o use the
latest and best methods of empirical and scientif‘10
research.
2쪼。ung’
3had bolstered duty and renunciation f αX‘ fear of e 낀ernal
hell-fire and da끄lnation， could by 1830 feel tha뇨 11thθ
virtues of a Christian af낀 er 뇨he Evangelical model were
easi그_"1 exchangeable with the virhλe앙 of a 31λccessful
II 약
merchant or a rising manlλfacturerQ II '" They became
complacent as they developed assurance tha七 there must
be a positiγe correlation between success and membership
in the elect. 및hey could now assume some humani뇨arian
interests.
As the 묘끼rangelicals unconsciously adjusted to
industrialization, the Anglicans in the early 1830's
moved consciouslγ to save themselγes from being taken
5
over by James Mill and the Utilitarians Q v The leaders
and advocates of‘ this pr。용ram (named the Oxford Movement
because John Kable initiated it at 0χford with a fiery
sermon) became known as Tractarians after its tw。
greatest exponents , Joh끄 Henry Newman and E'I검.ward B o
Pusey, wr。七e a series of essays en뇨itlθd Trac七 S for the
Times (1833-1841)e 工n these essays , they pleaded for
a return to the religious authority and mysticism of
the Middle Ages. 믿he Tracts helped the church to
braceitself against the onslaught of liberalism by
4young , P .2.
5young~ p. 67.
4 ‘
insti t"\.λting some long overduθ economic and liturgical
reforms. The church sought to create "feel土ngs of‘
beauty , antiquity and mystery lJ and to 1'"앙place γ1λ1-
garity with unew ·standa펴.s of digni ty , l~e끼Tar 딩nee ，
and solemnity•••• The Communion 밍able ceased to be a
depository f‘。r hats , th당 t‘ont a receptacle for
umbrel그.as. ，， 6
To resolve the confusion of transition 1 the
Evangelicals 。γercmme their intense intr‘。versionG
The Tractarians revitalized 따lair church. A thir‘d
group the Arnolds--Thomas , William, and Matthew--
each in his own way, turned to histor강 and educa낀ion.
Charles Kinglsey recommended a hedonistic r당newal of
lif‘e. These men are among the ini뇨ia七。rs of the
later secularisID e
While religion was for‘원ing new order, science Was
generating new doubt. Between 1830 and 1833, Sir
Charles Lyell published the three volurnes.of his
Principles of Geol。용T. At small dinnθr parties he
could be led into admitting that the world might be
?50 ,000 πears ald.' Robert ehamberis VestigEE ￡￡ ￡뿔
&Young , pp.68 ,?3. Newman i끄 1845 joined the Roman
Catholic Church and brought the Oxford Movement int。
disfaγ。 r; however엉 it qUiet1π cantin"\.λad i뇨s work.
?쪼。ung ， p.69.
、/
Natural J:Iistory 으￡ Creation (1844) tended to compose
rather than disturb, for it BUg용ested that evolution
Was synonymous withprogress. 工n 1859 , however,
Charles Darwin shattered the Mid-Victorian period
with his 으￡도훨끝i 으E Species. The business and in&λs-
trial interests soon Uident土fied 뇨he economic struggle
for axis뇨ence with the course of nature" and renewed
their battle for lais sez "faire and agains뇨 reform. 8
Alfred Lord Tennyson found I’Nature , red in tooth
and claw. u9 Thomas Hardy spent some sixty years re-
conciling religion with science before finding a
resollλtion in uevolutionary meliorism. ’I The English
ware learning: that truth lies 土n 七he process ,. rather
than in the statement; that cosmic indifference Was
highly probable; tha七 use~lness (functionalism) was
a concept demanding conscious applica뇨ion; 뇨hat man
was in new Waγs closely related to physical nature ,
animals , birds , and plants.
When political, religious , and scientific changes
5
8vval℃er E. H。ughtori， The Victorian Frame of Mind:
월효으-월1요 (New Haven, 1957π p.209.
9Alfred Lord Tennyson, IIIn Memoriam A.H.표 0" Se-
lected PoetrγJ ed o Herbert Marshall MeLuhan (Ne맘
쪼ork， 1956) , p .157. ’'In Memoriam’, was wr土tten n土ns
years before the Origin but ’'Tennyson really under-
stood the 'W orkings of 바1e new seien칩ific m뇨1d" (~oung，
p. 75 , n .1. ) 0
6became too oppressive , the Viet。 χ\ians found the appeal
of the Middle Ages irrθsistible. Its uses could be
abortive; "conservative , ar土stoera七ic circles , where
the dread of bourgeois democracy was the strongest"
wanted to reγ土ve the age in which the military, the
feudal , and the church were ascendant and every 캅lall
knew his place. lO Its uses cmλld be pleasantly
escapis t; tired business men , gentle 그.adies:; and
col그.0 용 e men θnj oyed medieγal poetr‘y and romances Q Its
uses could be productive; the Anglican church r당newed
medieval religious beauty and style; artists and writers
incor‘porated i끄to their work aspects of medieval art and
beauty; the serious thinkers--S없nuel Taylor Coleridge ,
Thomas Carlyle , Ma뇨thew Arnold, John Ruskin and others--
sought in the Middl당 Ages what would be useful fo:안
thaiχa new age of tr없lsition.
Young described the Victorian Age as haγing "re-
spect for the past , energy in the present and n。
피 nIlgreat thought for the fu디λre. Il ........This a딩 an under-
lOilough~on ， The Victoriar1 Frame , po325 o Mat七hew
Arnold in "Demo-c-racyll said 많1상t-딜-orne "think that all
democracτy wants is vigorous putting-down; and that ,
with a good wil그~ arld strong harld it is perfee七ly pos-
sible to res七。re the whole system of the Middle Ages."
및관g Portable Matthew Arno~d， ed.·Lionel Trilling
때ew York, 1949) , 갑.4걱줬r-
11Young , p Q 99.
statement is a vex‘y appropriate description of William
?
Morris. Morris had a passionate respect for the past ,
an unboundless energy f‘。 r the presenτ 없ld a latent
concern for the fu t，λX‘e un七il he at f‘。 r七y-three
committed himself to this f'λture<t
Political and"religious x‘ eform~ scientif土 c dis-
coveries , and medie끼ralism were four bands of the
spectrum that was Victorian England 9 bu. t they go far
in explaining Morris' s m。γin원 thx‘。ugh many phases
toward his formulating an esthetic for commlli~i七YO
It was not the impressive Parliamen七ax‘y refo:없ns
but the lack of productive SOllλtions for personal and
social as well as political problems that always
concerned Morris. 표is first personal problem may well
haγe been always having 七o be washed and bibbed even
for just cheese and crackers. His earliest poem su당·
gests that he could probably survive and f‘lourish with-
au七 SO attenti 끼re a nurse 흩 12 Very early, he beg와1 t。
dream of‘ betterways of do土ng things , and the better
way would always subs ti tute equali ty and justice for
au七horitarianism.
12Lloyd Wendel Eshleman , A Victoriarl Rebel:. The
될뿔브 으￡ William Morris (New 콸ark!) 1딩40 r~ Ch. 主TI:.
he reafter c1 ted a.s Esnl,eman. -
8Born in Walthamstow , a subur렉 。t‘ London, he , as
a young boy , was introduced to all of the city~
Hav土ng known only th딩 beauty of the .c oun낀ryside~ he
was shoclζed with urban dirt , u휠liness ， and p ‘ov딩rty.
工끄 a childhood poem, liThe Ni딩ht Walk," he wrot당 ;
Ir O! London withou뇨 pi따rJ / OJ 렐lastly flarin당 lightJ /
oe.lt fell on faces , bloated / W잭h many hideous crimes. /
c ••It fell on hungwy faces , I 밍hin lips , despairing
frown, / 믿X따y a dismal place is / 믿hat 앓i.m， gOld-
paved 七。wn o '’ Before. he enJcered Oy...ford he wrote~ II 工
n13will go help you , brother men.
When he.went up to Oxford at ninetθen， he was ready,
in spit영 。f his aristocratic appearance and conservative
at七itud당 s to listen intently to the young men from
Birmingham who had intimate first-hand knowledge of
14theconditions of the working classes. J..LJ: II Cram 않ld
Dixon spoke· of the terrible hards~ips of the poor,
as they had seen them in the slums of 뀔irmingham.o Most
of 하lem were starving or nearly sta~γing; 七he only
13Eshleman, pp.19 ,30 o
14Morris fir‘st met Edward Burne-Jones , a young BiI었1-
ingha:m m밟1 ， when they took the entrance examinations
together G) 밍hey immediately becwne friends , and Morris
associated intimately withBurne-Jones e Bi캅ningh없n
group which includ양d Willi a.l11 Fulford·, Richard R. Dixon p
Cormell Price 없ld C~arles Joseph Faulkner.
9pleasure wi thin 뇨he:!‘’ r reach being to get drunk on
almost poisonous spirits in' the gin-palaces of those
1115daIrg .ll
These young Dlen also r‘ead out loud fr‘。m Shakespeare ,
및en끄yson ， Cal‘lyle , and Ruskin among others. Dickens ’
Hard 및土mespublished in 1854 must have received their
attention, for Dickens was Morris ’ s favorite author.
Thus , as Morris was developin앙 a greater concern for
the poor, he 'Was being IInourished bπ Ca.rlyle ’s scorn or
democratic fetishes and Dickens ’ ridicule of Parliament ,'’
and was fo엎ning a II contemptuous indifference'’ to poli-
tics. In 1856, having turned his attention to art , he
wrote to Crom, "I can ’ t en뇨er into politico-social
subjects with any interest, for on the whole , I see tha낀
things are 土n a muddle , and I have no power or γoeation
,16to set them right in ever so little a degree.'
With this statement he became a passiγe but not
un호nformed Liberal for twenty years. By the 1870월，
15Edwin Godwin and Stephanie Godw뇨1， Warrior‘ 뀔용흰흐;
The Life of William Morris (London , 1947) , p.55-.---
16E. P. Thompson, William Morris: Romantic 현 뀐evo-
1utionary (London, 1955) , pp.70 ,71. 밍hompso표 note표
that Stephen B1ae햄。01 in 표윈'd 핀초필옆 described condi-
tions as a mUddle.
10
Morris havin당 become I’a public figure , a popular poet
tl17and a fashionable decoratoril ..L' discovere d., 'when he
addressed a let七er t 。 과th앙neum on the inartistic
restoration of bUildings and another to the Daily
News on the Eastern Question, that his prestige gave
h뼈1 polltical power.
stimulated with success in political actions ,
he embarked upon a lecture program. First , he spolζa
to art gr‘。1λpSi then he spoke to the working men with
whom he had long identif‘ied, for , as an artist~ .he
classified hi따lself as a working m없1. He soon f ‘ ound that
his prestige did not save him from criticism or the
loss of friends:
The Sa뇨urd한Z 뚫고E혈뾰~ with characteristic
E쿄avi-tj seized this occas ion 뇨。 poin낀 its
finger at "This spectacle of the intellec힘λal
disaster of the intelligence of a man wh。
could once write 'The Earthly Paradise' and
can now formulate th딩 se two proposi t土。ns about
the disappear효nee of all discontented classes
and the chan당e inγolving a life in which every \
human being finds unrestricted scope for his \\
best powers and faculties .,1I This last phrase랑
indeed, to jUdge by the number of tim당 s it re-
eurs in the article , was found hunl0rous to a끄 un-
common degree e Tha七 such a life should be
conceived as possible , that any at七empt should
be made to realize it , seemed qUite preposter-
OUS to the critic and to the large body of
17
Paul Thomp s on, 및프호 딴으갚프 으￡ Willi밸 딴으료E믿효 (New
Yo rk,; -1967) , P • 36 •--표ereaf-뇨er cit당d 강잔 Paul 믿hompson.
11.
opinion which he represented o 믿he laws of
natlλX‘ e were invoked to sustain the conclusion
that a state of things in wh소ch the largel"~
number of the human race were permanen낀1y
poor, ignorant , and b~λ七 al was 당ertainly n전 r
cassar강 라ld in all PI‘。bability desireableQ~b
Such cri ticism tempor‘arily di 딩 couraged Morris ,
but, in 1882, af‘ ter he had led his neighbors in a
successful campaign opposing a bill to divert 뇨heir
Wardle River , he renewed his political actiγity to
carry on until his death.
His religious beliefs also moved slowly through a
proc당 ss of development o Born into an Evangelical hom딩，
he was tlnot allowed to mix wit뇨 dissenters with the
,, 19
single eχception of Quakers. n .... '" In 1848, Morris went
七。 Marlborough College where he immed土a침e1징. shed his
f없nily's Evangelicalism and responded 七 o the atmos-
phere which Was Tractarian. 표e left Marlborough
intending to become a high church clergyman. At
Oxford, he soon discoγered that Burne-Jones planned
to f‘ollow 낀he s·ame calling. Within a few months
both were considerin용 turning to Roman Catholicism.
During the nex꾀 tw。 γ딩ars" howeγer ， two c칸lλcia.1
18J. W 잉 Mackail. The Life of William Morris
(New 쪼。rk ， 1911) , -工r-，-p:초풍홉.:짧reaf뇨er cited- as Mackail a
19Mackail, 工 , PalO.
12
七rips to 표lrope to enjoy medieval churches betw딩 en
which the youn당 men read John Ruskin's I’On the Natur딩
。f Gothic U in The Stones 쯤 뜨ξ뾰￡부 七urned l~e노igious
f 밍 X‘γor into artistic and litex‘a.:ry f‘앙rγ。말 o Morri엽
soon became an agnost土 c ， bu긴， uncomfor‘ table wi七hout
a fai th~ he turned in 1868 to No:깐se Mythology , learned
20the Icelandic language , and made 七w。 뇨rips to Iceland.
After the second trip he wrote~ "Sure그-y 工 have gained
a great deal , and it was no idle whim that drew m딩
1121there
,l but a true instinctfor what I needed~II~.!. .And
what he needed Was the Norse or Ge~lanic contribu-
tion to the Middle Ages--courage , equality , patience ,
a sense of a~legiance， and a comprehension of community.
Morris ’ s accumulatin용 of knowledge of scientif‘io
deγelopment of his century 1s d~ff‘icu1뇨 to trace; his
uses of‘ these materials are not g We know that his
childhood in London suburbs 후ntroduced him to pl않lts
and birds. He knew a그.Ino s t eτe :r‘y plant and bird~ its
n없18 ， 없ld 쇼ts characteristics. He could undoubtedly
have ‘ become a competent naturalist, bu칩 rather , he
20paul Thompson, p o 29 o
2lMackail g I ? p @ 295 @ MaCkail9 I
*
p • 3g B il。 -bg s
that the Oxford set read Thor~ews Nqrt!l~!，n MythoJ_og까
and it "opened to Morris a new world o which in later
lif‘e became , .perhaps , his deepest lave G
"
13
chose 七。 use this knowledge for living , writing , and art
designing. 22 Thus , already in the process of turning
away from orthodox/religion in 1859 when the Origin was
pUbl土shed， he was doubly free to f ‘ind in it and other
contemporary scientific writings what the artist in
search of an esthetic for community needed--다le concepts
23
of process and functionalism;- This latter concept ’'holds
that sUitability, efficiency, usef‘ulness and economy
1124should be the pr쉰ne aims in designing. I
21Morris , like Gerard Manley Hopkins , care~lly
scrutinized everything he saw. Any bot없list looking a뇨
Morris ’s wallpapers could immediatelγ name the vine ,
flower, or leaf and would agree that he caught its
essence even though the ~esign isstylized. Morris ,
like Hopkins could also ninscape. u
2~orris invited by the Pall Mall Gazette to list his
favo~ite books lis七ed only what he considered·works of
art. He classified all other books as 七。ols fOl~ pro-
viding information. Morris read with speed and com-
prehension and probably read every new book of si용-
nificance. His reading included many current Euro-
pem 없ld fu~erican books. William Morri온.2. The G。그.lected
Works 댈 William Mor펴g: 뿌편 Introductio효5‘많 판용
보렐웰표흐T 팍효표 Morris , 24 vola‘ (New 쪼or1C;-I90fJ r; •
XXII , pp.χ , j -xxxfJ.
24Encyclopedia 쁘프ericana훈 1966 ed. Examples of
funct호。nalism ex호날끔-fr-om-early t호me but conscious
functionalism was "motivated by the ideals of William
Morris and his creed of 1ntegrating_.beaut양 호n the
things designed f‘。 r mass prochλC·뇨ion'’ as well as in
architecture.
1깊;
Morris probably because of early childhood frailty
was caught up in a love for the Middle Ages befo:간g
Victorian med土evalism became a national passion~
Learning to read at three 。χ， four , 11잉 comp)‘밍 ted Scott; ’ g
Waverly Novels by eight and many times ga꺼10 or"edit t。
The Heart of Midlothi~1 for his first intr‘。duction t。
the Middle Ages~. :His father deligh七ad with his preco~ity
七。ok hj끄l 。rl trips「 七。 see medieval churches e At Marlbor-
。ugh， he found the classes dull but the exc당그_lent libran
books on art, histor강 g 없ld archeology vels exciting~ At
Oxf~rd， where Morris also found classes dUll , he and
B1λme-Jones read Char‘lot七e Yongeis 펀월핀 으￡ H딩dcliffe
(which appeared 후n 1853) , Malo1"Y.' S Mort당 dVAr캅i딩것i and
Fouque' s Sintram and dreamed of an ascetic brotherhood
which would constitute a "Crusade and Holy Warfal'-'e
against the age Q IJ25 Morris took 뇨。 drawing and to
writing poetry and prose romances all reflecting his
entl끄lsiasm f‘。r the Middle Ages and other periods
in the past o When BurrB-Jones and Morris‘$I near the
end of· Morris ’s 원 econd trip to Europe , 끼r1s1낀ed the
Louvre , u '1J매here by chance they saw 없1 e월libi낀 。f English
pre-묘aphae~ite paintings tl their thoughts of turning 뇨Q
25Houghton, 뿔브 Vic七or:)‘ a끄 Frame ~. P .32β@
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art became decisive e “]
Morris f ‘irst tried archit앙 cture then turned t。
painting to soon meet and marxγ Jane Burden, a b딩 auti-
ful model. He enlisted all of‘ his friend잉 including
Phillip Webb the architec캅 in bUilding his new home 용
They soon disco'낀'ered tha뇨 they could no七 purchase
materials of the ·qualitγ they desired. Ford Mac그do표
Brown, a new member of the group , suggested casually
that they should join 七。gether in fo:얹ning an a l'-t
decoratorvs firm. This , in a burs 펴 of youthf‘ul en-th나-
siasm ,. :1 엽 exactly what·they did. Their company~
known as Morris and Company, Was f‘。 rmed in April~ 1861.
It was not t~e only decorative arts company but it did
incorporate the linportant innovations o~ having the
artists Utake part in the production and sale of their
designs. 1I In 1875, Morris became the sale ownel'1, and
by 1877 he had become so ef‘i ‘icient an administrator‘ he
27could 七urn his attention to lectur후ng and politics.
Meanwhile , he had been wri七土ng. In l858~ his
IIDefence of Guenevere u was 당。 unfavorably received by
cri七ics that he turned f!‘。m 1후teralJ w。암k for a few
πears. Howeγθr， in 1867, 뿔ξ 헬휩 뿔와 Dea바l 으￡ Jason
26Paul Thomp son, p. 6 1\)
27~aul Thompson, pp.14~31.
"met with extraordinary success not only with the re-
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viewers but still more with the public."-"" Encour‘·
aged, Morris went on rap土 dly and in 1870 published
The Earthly Paradise a. poem of 깅:2 ， 000 line S G II Hence-
forth to the public William Morris vias ' 七he author of
The Earthly Paradise ’ · !’ After tbis~ he turned his
interest to Icelandic legends and in 1876 pUblished
Sig§._r_d ￡뿔 Volsun잃 his "poetic mas terpiece \) 1129
By 1877 at the age of 43, he gathered the
separate strands of his amazing div따's1ty (all
developed within the frame of reference of 낀he
Victorian Age) for commitme돼 to the impro따n당 。￡
life o He had forrmλlated and imaged his esth앙 tic for
communityQ He had)by f ‘irst satisfying his own needs
for equality and jus 뇨ice ， become able to feel empathy
for all people and crave a politics that would pr。γide
an equality and justice for them. 표is synthesis of
Evangelical , Anglican , and Norse reli홉lous concep칩딩
had brought him to agnostic humanism~ He had trans-
28Paul Thompson, PPo19-20~
29pau1 Thompson PPG20~28~ Morris from Oxford days
。n wrote prose romances as well as translating Greek
and Roman epic딩 and Be owulf • 표is writings not inc1ud-
ing his lect1λres fill twenty-뇨w。 γ。lumes.
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formed his lmow그.edge of‘ the new scientific findings
into image s of‘ PI‘。 cesses and usef‘ulness. His early
love of‘ Scott ’s novels had moved him 七 o a lov딩 。 f the
church-centered m딩 dieτTal societ~ to the hope for an ar쉰·
centered society built around a complex of bUildings
housing discussion halls , museums , the perf‘。 rming arts ,
and the participating ar낀 So
But despite his writing experience , he found the
composing of lectures laborious and painful~ 工n a
letter written as he first began to lecture he said,
III know what I' want to say'} but the cursed words go t。
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water between my fin당er‘ SOli ~'J. His commitment ,was
so all-encompassing , however , that i七 generated the
concentration 七o get the words on the pa용e~ the energy
and ingenuity to assemble audienc당 s , and th딩 strength
to read his writ土ng with deep feeling흩
In dedicating himself to this strenuous progr않n
。f action , Morris had an immediate effect upon his
。wn times e He made significant can:七 X‘ibutions to the
labor movement not only in England but also in Europe
and in Maerica. He encouraged the improvement of thθ
quali뇨Y of manl.λfac·뇨uredgoods. ~he passage of t화ne
30Mackail , I￥， P .67.
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has reγea그.ed his considerable f‘oresight. His questions ,
his analyses , his solutions are still relevant to our
own times 4t
The main body of thi엽 paper uses Morri딩 I 잉 lectures
to present h~s esthetic philosophy and his ideas for‘
implementing ito 믿hen it presents each of‘ the·six
major elements· of his esthetic as he outlined 뇨hem in
the lectures and illustrated them as they appear in his
31dream novel News from Nowhere (1890)0 맘1e conclusion
suggests 다1e significanceof Morris ’ s esthetic for‘ the
pre sen t day.
31Morris for some twa그_va years of lecturing res土 sts
writing 괜뾰효 철으표 Nowhere , his pictu쉴당 of his own
better soo소 ety. He was more interested in means than
ends; in taking off points than in terminals. ·He was
searching for the way to shift the emphasis , confident
that the shift would develop its own momentum o How-
eγex‘~ he had pictured his new society in his own mind,
and Edward Bellamy ’ s Looking Back"v뻐rd did trig당er his
wri ting of‘ News· from Nowhereo--πgF효is and Bellamy agreed
쇼n that the순꽤융r량친oth'"띤끓효초ng toward socialism; the강
disagreed in that Bell~y saw f‘ratern土ty~ equality, and
justice as the. logical results of industrial success ,
whereas Morris was conγinced they could onlγ develop
from making the quality of life the main foundation e
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工工 MORR工S ’S ESTHETIC PHILOSOP표또: ”’rHE LESSER ARTSIt
Morris's esthetic philosophy--the foundation for
his esthetic for conrrffiλnity--is best express당d in his
first lecture t’The Lesser Arts" deliγered before the
Trades ’ Guild of Le a.rn土n딩， December 4 , l877 Q The lesser
arts constitutedla most logical point of departure fo:간
Morris because he himself was a mas 七er‘ of some fir칩een
to twenty crafts. When he said, as he did againand
again, 파lat he could only shar‘e his own personal·ex-
periences , he had a simple but power‘f1λ1 app좋~oach--a
wealth of direct expθriences wi바l 뎌1e lesser ar七 S.l
工n the first paragraph of 七his first lecture , h당
makes a statement some critics should have analyzed
more caref1λ11'1 8 믿hey might have unders뇨ood Ra햄lond
Williams ’ description of certain of Morris ’s.often
lMorr土s in his youth tried painting and archi낀ectul'aa그­
design。 工n his decorative design shop, he b앙 α없다θ pr‘。.
ficien낀 in many of the lesser arts includin당: dyeing융
weaving; designing of furni다λr딩 1 chintzes , wallpapers
and embroiderYe He is probably bes七 밟lown for his
chairs , al"뇨hough furniture designing Was one of his
less developed skills a He tux‘ned to 七hese arts one
at a tnae as he despaired of the finished products
that he could purchase o His poetr양양 which he ofτen
compos용d as he Was dyeing or wea끼Ting， is now considered
a lesser art. After designing books , he established
his own 표e뇨nscott Press for which he designed paper
and 七ype. His prin七ing set new high s 七andards which
influenced prin七ing in England, Europe~and America ‘
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repeated graphic phrases of intense praise and even
more intense blame as ’'generalized swearing. ’r2 They
might haγe realized that h상 Was not an- abortiγe
medieγalist or an outdated romantic opposed to the
machine. Morris say당 a
I must ask you ••• to believe that whatevβr I may
blame or whateγer 工 may praise , 工 neither , when
I think of what history has been , 많n J.nc그_ined to
lament the past , to despise 합1e pres딩nt ， or de-
spair of 七he future; that 工 believe all the changθ
and stir about us is a sign of the world's life ,
and tha七 it will lead--by ways , indeed,of which ~
we ha끼Tθ no guess--to the bettering of 융II mankindQ 니
월
He then dis七inguishes be뇨ween the greatθr all)뇨 s--
architecture , sculpture , painting--and 합1e lesser arts--
the decorative arts--although he knows w원11 that they
should be inextricably interrelated and through most
。f historγ they have been:
It is only i끄 latter times , and under 따19 most
intrica七e condi뇨ions of lif당~ that 겁hey have fallen
2Raynl0nd Williams , Cultu윈e and Socie뇌? 1780-1950
(New 포ork ， 1958b P~ l5l~ 工t 쪼흡 듭응급entlal for the reader
of Morr:is r s lec'七ures to realize that they are soci。‘
political in nature and designed to mo뇨ivate specially
chosen audiences to' improve their lives. They are a
lesser n。七 a 용reater literature well and wisely crafted
to their θ그ζac七 purpose 0
3William Morris 9 The Collectad Works of William Morris ;
딴뾰 Introductions 많퍼프E Daught앓 뾰표 Morris. 24 vols o
(New 포ark ， 1966) , 죠XI 工， p.3--her‘eafter‘ cited as 띤or혈 •
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apart from one a끄。ther; and I hold that; when they
are so parted , it is ill for the Arts a그-七。ge七her:
the lesser‘ 。nes become tr土끼rial ， mechanical , unin-
telligent , incapable of, resis 七lng the chan딩es
pressed upon them. by fashion or dishones낀γ; while
the greater , how딩 ve l" they may b딩 practised for a
while bγ men of grea七 minds and wonder-workin된
hands, uxlhglped by bhe leE;Sex- , 1lrllle:Lped bir each otheI‘ 9
are sure to lose their dignity of popular arts , and
become nothing but dull adjuncts to unmeaning ~omp ，
or 土n당enious t。강s for a few rich and idle men.낯
Haγing pic七lλred the g~eater and lesser arts again
being brought toge七her ， he poin七 s out that t1 evεrything
made by man ’ s hand has a fO~l which must be either
beautiful or ugly; beautiful if it is in accord with
Nature and helps her; ugly if it is discordant with Nature
and thwarts her; it cannot be indiff‘erent o ’! 표e can now
say , ’'To give people pleasure in the things they mlλst
perforce 암흑브， that is one great off‘ice of." decoration; to .
give people pleasure in the things they must perforce
make , that is the other use of it." Thus , he expands
the greater and lesser ar뇨 s again interrelated outward
。 r downward to include all useful work w~ll done except-
ing only the bOpelessly dull and back-breaking labor of
minin홉， ditch digging etc ‘ Art thus imaged becomes an
4W웰뿔y 펌{工I ， pp .3-4.
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all-pervasive expression of the common 1土￡·g95
It is histor‘y and arche。그。gy ， tha낀 뇨ells tλs of an
。n-going but varying relationship between decoration
and ind'l.λS 낀ry흩 All Pχ‘딩 -hist。얀ieal and hi 섭 tax’ical
periods are important e We must 뇨lOW them and know
them well , for the arts are interw。γen with this
hist。칸y. 工t is in this history that we f ‘ind that
the arts
are part of a great system invented for the
expression of a man ’ s deligh七 in beau쉰y: all
peoples and times have us 당d them; they hav당
been the joy of free na七ions ， and the solace of
。ppressed na七ions; religion has used and elevated
them, has abused and degraded them;they are
connected with all histar‘y , and are clear teachers
of it; and, best of‘ all , 七hey are the sweeteners
of human labour~ both to the handicraftsman,
whose life is spen七 in working in them, and 七。
people in general who are influenced by the
sight of them at ever‘강 디λrn of the dayVs wor~:
they make our toil happγ， ~ur rest f r\λitfulgδ
History shows us 七hat the gr‘。'Wing complexity
of life slowly separated the great men , the le~ser
5Works ,,! 됐I工 a PP@4E5. M。rRig wilL neγFr clgaxilπ
define ‘ Il arb , Xlabure , --beautIr-- g !’ pleasure" , etc 。
Paul Thompson 쉰 ays that rlhis definitions are· never'
very satisfactor~l’ (p.221). Actually~ much of Morris's
power lies in this imprecision. By 끄o'뇨 defining~he
turns these concepts into images and esthetic eJζ~
periences which can become broader and more flexible.
6Works , χX工I ， p. 8.
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men , and the little men , and each of‘ the three gx‘。ups
have suffered. The great developed contempt , the little
developed carelessness , and the lesser were stranded in
between. The ugliness of the citi양 s ， the tawdr‘iness of‘
cheap products , and the lack of‘ 당。 od taste of expensiγg
pr‘。ducts， are 엽。me of the results e ? We should no뇨 studγ
history in order to imitate older forms of ar뇨. We can
never return ~o the unconscious intelligθnee revealed in
pre-historic cave drawings or to the partially conscious
cooperation of the Middle Ages. We can, however, have
Ir a new art of conscious intelligence , the bir뇨h of wiser,
simpler, f ’reer ways of life than the world leads 끄。w ，
than the world has ever led. uS
As his 七。 ry should be the first teach딩 r ~ nature
should be the second~ For Morris， Na七ure 土ncluded not
only the earth as yet untouched by man but also man ,
beast , citπ ， town , village , fa~ous~ and cUlt~vated
field. He called the untouched earth the "Natux"al
7Morris is invariably.. genero l.λs in his praise of John
Ruskin ‘ for noting in his "및he Nature of Gothic tl in The
S 뇨。nes 。f Venice that cooperation of artis七S 밟ld wor찮en
produce효-the beauty of 七he medieval town. Lewis M~ord
saπs in 믿he 요협뀔 월 Hist。뿔 (New York , 1961 • Ch. 15,
that undou견tedly nineteentn-century English industria1-
土 sm bolstered by laissez-faire produced the uglies낀
cities in all historj~
헌Narks ， XX工 I ， p.12.
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Fairness of the Earth."g His ru그.es for its use were
simple. Evθry bit of earth , that is changed should be
replaced by beauty; e꺼re T.‘Y bit 七hat has b당 en marred by
u뭘그.in영앙합 should be r딩 tlλX‘ned to it입 。rigina.l faix‘ness
。 r be rebuil七. Eγery city and town should retain or
replace much of the Natural Fairness of the Earth so
that no one liγes withou七 it. 10 This appr‘。ach would
뇨따re a끄 inconceivable amount of thought , wor‘lζ ， and
expense , hI.λ뇨 if we do not do it , the II 七errib그.e swift
mul七iplication of the race U can t1λrn a Uhopeful desert"
into at’hopeless prison o II Fortunately England has not
until recently been "impressed bγ pomp 0:션 ingenuityll
and at. its b.est has had If없1 inventiveness , a끄 indi-
γidualitYeII Reconsider history and nature. We should
then be able to eliminate what is bad in our period
and ree。γer what was good from prev土。us time's .11
The third teacher is 七he drawi :q.g 七eacher. No one
should be t-aught the art of designing which canno'뇨 be
’ 9Works , XXI동 , p.148 et Mor펴s speaks of Nature in
1The Lesser Artsll-but does not deγelop his ideas abou칩
Nature until his lec다Ire liThe Prospects of Architec七ure
in Civilization," delivered at the London Insti다ltion，
March 10 , 1881.
10Here,Morris anticipates the Garden C~ty of 묘benezer
Howard as well as English and American Urban Renewal
programs.
11Works , χXII ， pp.120 ,18.
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learned. Everyone~ however , through learning to draw
can gain a IIgeneral capabilitγ 뀔 때aling 포협묘 편ξ arts. 1I
With an understanding of the relation of‘ the arts , a
knowledge of history , and some 81ζ土11 in drawing , w딩 can
elimina七e sham and show and achieve "general cultivation
of the powers of the mind, gener‘al cultivation of 다1e
powers of‘ the eye and hand. lI l2
In this manner , we can renew our awareness that
!’ ‘simplicity of life begetti평 simplicity o~ ~aste， that
is , a love for sweet and lof七y things , is of‘ all matters
most necessary for the birth of the new and better ar뇨
we crave for; simplicity everywhere , in thθ palace as
well as in the cottage. lI And science can assume a
cooperatiγe role. . I 七 can-teach "Manchester how to
consume its own smoke , or Leeds how to get rid of i 뇨 S
superfluous black dye without t\λrning it in七。 the
ivex-- ”l3
Everyone should become involved, for
I do not want art f‘。 r a few , any more tha끄
e 악1λcation for a few , or freedom f‘。 r a few Q α ••
I have a sort of faith••• that men will get
끼l1ser‘， as well as more learned; that many of‘ the
intricacies of life , on which we now pride our-
selγes more than ‘ enough, partly because they are
12Works , χχI工 , pp.20,21.
13Works , XXII , pp.24 ,25.
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new , partly becausθ they haγe come with the
gain of better thin딩 s~ will be cas七 aside as having
played their part , and being usef‘ul no langeI‘. I
hope that we shall have leisure from war--War
cormnercial , as well as war of the bu그.그.et and
the bayonet; 그elsure fr‘。m the knowledge that
darkens counsel; 1당 isur앙 a.bov잉 all from thβ
greed of mon~y， and the craving f‘。 r that 。γer‘
whelming dis긴inction that money now brings: 工
believe that as we have even now partly achieγed
LIBERTY, so we shall one day achieve EQUAL工T쪼 g
which 1 and which only , means FRATERNITY , and so have
leisure from povertyand all its griping , sordid
cares o
Then having leisure from all these 七hings，
arnids七 renewed simplicitγ of life we shall have
leisure to think about our work~ that falthrul
daily companion , which no man any Ion당er will
끼renture to call the Curse of labour: for surel강
then we shall be happy in it , each in his plac당，
no man grudging at another; no one bidden to be
any man's servant , eve~y one scorning 七。 be any
man ’ S mastel~: men will then assuredly be happy
in their work , and tha뇨 happiness will assuredly
bring f‘。rth decorative , noble , popular art f>
믿hat art will make our streets as beau七iful
as the woods , as eleγating as the mountain-sides:
土 t will be a pi딩 asure and a rest , and n。七 a wei양lt
upon the spiri긴 s to come from the open country i끄to
a town; every man's house will be f‘air and-decent.
잔낀。thing 七。 his mind and helpful to his work: all
the works of man that we live amongs t and handle
will be 土n harmony with nature , will be reasonable
and beautif‘ul: yet all will be s 뇨nple and i끄spiri친­
ing , not childish nor enervating; for as nothing
of‘ beauty and splendour that man ’ s mind and hand
may compass shall be wanting fr‘。m our public build-
ings , so in no private dwelling will there be any
signs of waste , pomp , or insolence , and every man
will have his shar앙 。f the best훨
It is a dream , γ。u may격효한， of what has never
been 와ld never will be; -true it has nev당 r be딩n 않ld
therefore , since the world is aliγe and mavin당 yet!)
my hope is 七he greater that it one day wil그. be: true 9
i 긴 is a dream; bU~••• it lies a긴 the bottom of‘ all
my work in the Decoratiγe Arts , ’ nor will it e、Ter be
。ut of my thoughts:and I am here with you to-끄19h七
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to ask you... 'tf o help me in realizing this dream, .
this 않뿔@과
There i 딩 real hope because we are now ready for
change:
In the early days of the history of man hθ was
the slave of his most limaediate necessities;
Nature was mighty and he was feeble , and he had
to 'wage constan七 war with her for his daily f ‘ood
and such shelter as he could get" ’ Q "Now after all
these ages he has a:μnost completely conquered
Nature‘, and one would think should now have 1앙isure
to turn his thou장hts towards h후gher 七hings than
procuring tomorro~~、! ~ s dinner " But ~ alas J _his >
pr。딩ress hasbeen broken and haltin잃 •• 0 1킹。 rJ
he still has himself to conquer, he still~ha홉 τ。
think how he will bes七 use those forces which he
has mastered$ At present he uses them blind:다T ，
foolishly , as one driven by mere fa七e. I낀 would
al끄lost seem as if some phantom of the ceaseless
. pUl--sui t of‘ food which was once the master of 七he
savage ‘ was still hunting the civilized m따1; who
toils in a dre많u ， as i낀 were , haunted by mere dim
unreal hopes~ born of vague recollections of the
days gone bγ. Out of that dream he must \'Jake~ and
face things as they really ar앙 eo." "No 'vv 01λr busi-
ness is , and ha섭 for long been the orgfu~ization
of man , who w~elds the forces of Nature o Noχ1
till this is a七tempted at 그.Gas t shall we e 끼Te r.‘ be
free of that terribl앙 phantom of fear‘ of starvation
which , with its brother devi1~ desire of‘ domination~
drives Us into injustice , crue1ty~ and dastardliness
of all kinds: to cease to fear our·f‘el그.0INs and Iearn
to depend on them, to do away with competiti~n and
build up co-operation, is our one necessity‘ 15
14피iVorks ， XXII , pp.26-27 。
151’How'We Live and ’ How We Mi똥1'1七 L土γe-，”Works ， XXII 工，
pp.14-15.
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We can fail in the mill{ing of any attempt e We can
say ,’ 'We are living under a system that makes conscious
effort towards reconstχ~ction almost 土mpossible， I’ or
we can say , r’There are certain definite obstacles t。
七he real progress of‘ man; we can tell you what these
r16are; take them away , and then you shall see. 1
The first obstacle to be removed is war of‘ all
kinds; the war of rival na펴。ns ， the war of rival fir감nsa
the war of rival men (j We know that a war of any kind is
II a good occas ion.'‘ ￡‘。 r damping down democracy. 1f 17 As we
decrease war of all kinds , we can s 七rengthen democracy
and set goals for all men: "First , a healthy body;
second an active mind in sγ:mp a.thy wi th the pas t , the
present , and the future; thirdly , occupation 따‘it for a
healthy body and 없1 active mind; and fourthly , a beau-
tiful world to live 뇨μ•• oAs the working-c그.asses·， the
real organic part of societγ， take in these ideas ,
hope will arise in them, and they will claim chan당es
in societyo ••• (찮he꾀 looking backward on wha낀 has been,
we shall be astonished to think of how long we submit-
,, 18ted to live as we 11γe now.'
161]’η“’。않~， XXIII , p.4 o
17works , XXI工I ， P Q 6 잉
해。짧‘S XXIII , pp.25-26.
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工 工I 工MPLEMENTAT工ON: TECHNIQUES FOR CHANGE
William Morris ’ s lectures immediately attracted
a七 tention and comment; his idiom Was brisk, his ideas
W딩 l~원 。 on七roversial. Althmλ원11. his fir엽 t 휠‘1λ다￡영1"1008 we).."명
small, deγotθd wealthy clients and middle class f‘riends
invariably augmented the groups that attended; news-
papers reported his talks with 당ditorial comment o Soon ,
his public Was asking him how he would put into eff당 C뇨
the changes that he recommended. 믿hθy wanted to con-
sider a step by step plan for. gε-뇨ting there? a map
that would lead them to the destination. This question-
lng challenged Morris and pushed him to the contemplat-
ing of all possibilities o Fr‘。m his first lecture r’The
Lesser Arts" his esthetic for community had bUl'~st forth
lfully developed. 표e would for the remainder of his
lii‘ e restate and elaborate i七， but he would n。뇨 re끼7ise
it. Perhaps, qUietly stated in this f‘irst lecture Was
his best plan for achieving a worthy goal.
In this , he had said, "r suppose that if some
half-d。、zen men at any time earnestly se七 their hearts
lMorris begandeveloping his esthetic in early
chil밟lood. Mackail said 바lat Mo:깐ris throughout his 1if‘e
often introduced comments with .. "V'lhen I was a little
cha};써Q •• ’I Of七en the episode wouid be amusing; rnOl~e of낀당n
it would deal with whatever had challenged his ideas of
jus뇨 ice and 잉 quali七γ111 The f ‘ormulating of his estheti'c
began earlγ and continued through his first forty-
three years.
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on something coming about which is not discordant with
nature , it will come to pass one day or ano다ler; because
it is n。七 by accident 다lat a끄 idea comes into the heads
。f a f ‘ eWj rather they ar‘딩 pushed on , and forced to speak
or‘ act by something stirring in the heart of th딩 찌。rId
which would otherwise be lef뇨 without 딩xpression.u2
This basic idea of Morris on how 다lings come to pass
probably rema土ned unchanged. It Was that the ri장h七 people
prorlloti끄g the right project a七 the right moment might se 七
in motion rrunifications that would be both unending and
affirmative. ‘rhirteen πears later i끄 다le novel The Dream
s￡ J。.hn 브훨농 (1888) , Morris , fr녀strated but also matured
and mellowed by years of intense political activity,
pondered "how men fight and lose the battle , and the
thing that they fought for comes abolλt in spite of their
defeat, and when it comes turns out not to be what they
meant, and other‘ men have to fight for what they meant
under another name. n3
In the interγening years (1877-1888); Morris worked
2vlorks , .xχII ， P (I 13.
3Works，"XV工~ pp Q 231-232. Both John Ball and
관환론 were written as serials i끄 Common뀐효효파 뀐효esocialist
weel\:lγ paper which Morris edl七ed. 잎핀표 브렐보I) a story of
medieval En당land， includes a poweri‘1λr-s-oc초융1 inessage~
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with every available idea to provide more specific
suggestions f‘。r 七 akeoff points. The first of these
came in 1879 when he read his t1 Making the Best of‘ · 工낀 1’
before the 밍rades ’ Guild of Lε、 arning and the Birming-
h밟1 SocietτY of Artists. I끄 뇨his lecture~ Morr土s sugges낀 S
뇨hat the right people 용 파18 right pr‘。ject ， ar그d 七he right
time could well be the middle class makin읍 七heir homes
attractive inside and out right n。꽤. With a fev)
exceptions 훌 middle class homes at the present 뇨ime
are ugly and inconv:enientotlWe are heedless if our
houses express n。다ling of us but the γex‘y worst side
。f our character both national and personal ll) u4
We can ’t tear th앙m all down- at once , but v‘’e can
Ufol그.ow the fashion of our nation, so of‘ ten~ s 。 표ξry
often called practical’I and encour‘age each family 뇨。
apply the basio rules of ar낀 to make its dwelling
11 fi t for people free in mind and body. ’I Wi th though낀
and work~we can give these houses and yards, often
wi합lout 七。o much expense , a rθasonably gi‘atifying
beauty，、 convenience , order , and meaning.5
4Works ， XX工I ， po 851->
5딴g뀔효9 χXII ， pg86 0 Morris's f‘irm planned and .
executθd ver‘y expensive interior decoration~but he of‘ ten
said that he preferr‘ed whi t딩 -wash f‘。t‘ walls' and 하lat the
first move toward creatin웅 beauty in English homes would
be to have a bonfire and burn 90% of 다le stuff in them.
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Let the middle-class people seek the II W딩 ll-tidied
space ’‘ and comprehend its pleasure and they will com당
to demand it I’i끄 七hat other kind of bui그_ding ， which I
성hin~" \:끄ld딩 X‘ 용 ome n용.rae or oth횡:t"~ wh엉 th당 r y。‘나 αall i 七
Church or 표all of Reason~ or what not , will always be
needed; the bUilding in which people meet to ~orget
their own transient personal and f ‘a.mily troublξ)s in
aspirations for their fellows and the days to come ,
and wh쇼ch to a car뇨ain extent make up 뇨。 town-
dwellers f‘。 r their loss of‘ field , and.river , and moun-
tain. n 잎hese two steps toward better living might well
attract 뇨he rich men who won ’ t have ar뇨 because they
la겁k good taste and the poor men·who c없l ’ t have it
because they can ’ t afford ittfto be overtaken wi뇨h a
restless feeling that something is lackin당 a!’ A move
toward artistic living might weI그. spread upward and
downward to eγeryone.6
Morris in ’'Making the Best of I 뇨 II pre sent s one
possible takθ。ff point--middle class housing--but he
conclud우 s this lecture with one of‘ his generalizations
that he has learned f‘ 1‘。，m history。 표e says , II Haveyou
not heard how it has gone wi th mar핀 a cause before now?
6Works , χXI工 , p.114.
찮
.
First , a few men he 잉 d it; next sl mas t men conteTIL.11. it;
lastly , all men accept it---and th딩 caUse is wono"?
This statement along with others he made constantly
implies that Morris had observed how societies function.
Change is inevitable; thus far‘ it had been unconscious.
Various deve그.opments , however , had bx‘ ought the in다us-
trialized society to a pain七 where it could plan
consciously. Not the plan but realization 七hat
planning was now possible Was one of his major theses.
In I’The Lesser Arts" he had described his own period
as 。rle ” 。 ;f plen℃e 。us know:Ledgg and meagar peTf。 TrnaXlce9!!8
He doesn ’ t know the answers but he is committed 낀。 the
search for them. He recognizes the time has .come t。
begin raising the performance up to the knowledge.
These genera그_ ideas for accomplishin딩 change
remain the constantsfor Morris while he tl~ied out
English socialism and worshipped for some f‘。Ul~ years at
the altar of Karl Marx. Morris first read Karl Marx
in French in 1883. Finding that he had ‘ difficulty
1λnderstanding economics,he read extensiγely in this
field. In 1887, he returned to Marx and bringing his
7Works~ XXII , p.118.
8Works9 χX工 I ， P .15.
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pragmatic and ar‘ tistic mind to bear refined Marx for
his own uses. He became a COrom1λnis t but diff‘erad
from Marx in that he worked f ‘or‘ an art-centered not
an economic-centered community~
From 그β80 onn the lectures elaborate the esthetic9
and present ever changing possibilities for implementation.
In 1890 , Morris liaages his esthe七1c in his dream novel
News 협으편 Nowhere I» I끄 뿔꽉흐， Morris dreams that he travels
in the England of‘ 2050 0 This neW 묘ngland ， haγing en-
dur딩 d a Marxian type revolution' which be당a.l1 i끄 1952
and Th딩七ad f‘。 r two γears ， found itsway slowlπ b。
equali tτy ， just ice , pleasurable work, 밟ld an emergent
esthe七ic~ "NoV/here ll , ideal though it saθms~ is an open-
ended society. It is not 딩 t a.tic; i七 is not an end Q It
is on그.y a long s 七ep f ‘orward. 工 t is n。뇨 七hθ stat웰~1/.§J').힘
9but the pr‘。 cess. 믿his paper now presents the major
eleman뇨 s of this esthetic as analyzed in the lectures
and as pictured in NewS e Thesθ five major elements are:
functionalism; ar七; b당 auty; the proper': ,us‘as of’ nat1λre;
hopeful work and fearless play; ca~a， dignif‘소ad happiness o
9William Morris , as completely devoted in the nin딩‘
teenth century to non-violenτ resistance as were Mahatma
Gandhi and Martin Lu七her K후ng ， in the twentieth, dated
his violent revolution in N당뀐s at least twe끄ty-fiγa
years after his own longes 七，--possible， life sp와1" For his
。wn time , he defined revolution as rapid but peacei‘ul
eγ。 lution.
":r ,
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工V ES‘E표ETIC FOR CO~~NIT포
1 0 Functionalism: Economy of Usefulness
밴λnctionalism， ar힘 and boa깅‘ty cannot be separa七ad
except f‘。r purposes of discussion Q Moreover~ Mar‘ris
does not use the words "functional" or "functionalism. 1S
표e was in the process of discovering and defining them
as the application of art and beautτY to good living in
an age confused with new compleχitiese
Morris's study of history had convinced him that
what we call the industrial age and what he called
commercialism be용an about 1500 with the disco꺼rery of
gunpowder and the in끼rention of the printin앙 pr원 S 딩。
"With 七he close of the fifteenth century , The Great
Cha.r팽 9 담he process of m。γin당 from the ’Medieval Society
。f Status' into the modern YSociety of Cor따
became obvious •••• This Gr‘eat Change , 工 say , was necessary
and inevitable. tl It brought misery and degradation but
lI it had a beneficent function to perfor-.m‘; that amids七
all the ugliness and conf‘1λsion which it brought with it ,
it was a necessaI‘y instrument for the dave그.opment of
￡‘reedom of thought and the capacities of man; for the
sUbju당ation of nature to his material needs ,, 171
lMay Morris g w호111&"11 Morris: At‘tist 'V ri ter s。cialist
(New York, 1966) , I , pp.280-2S1--hereafter cited느as Ma'γ
Morr후 s.
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Over 400 γears into this process , 七he time has
come , says Morris , 七 o consciously rθplace 다1e misery ,
degradation , ugliness 1 dirt , squalor , and confusion
with cleanlin잉 8S ，. orderlin당 ss ~ f’itness , usefulness ,
2
simplicity, dignity, and unity.~ We need a 10딩ical
and organic style which is suitable to our times e
From the towns of the Middle Ages 1’wel그_ be-
churched~ ofte끄 walled ," we can learn much o 3 These
conUn1λn土 ties had a daf土nita perimeter that created
a sense of‘ securi七y. 믿hey had a major c딩nter--the
church--and minor centers--the gUild halls G The
homes served as shops for crafts and the apprenticβg
lived in the ,homes o The sense of‘ community prevailed.
Within the town walls were open spac당 s for o l"'chards
and grains s 。 뇨ha七， besieged, the town could survive ‘
2‘rhese two lists of words which in revers딩 ol~der n。꾀FJ
define functionalism or the lack of it appear throughout
the lectures.
~1ackail~ I , P o 12. Lewis Mumf‘ordVs 뿔료 파효;[ 조표 표istoryg
P Q3l6 9' suggests 七ha t the me die 끼Tal town p rov그-αed th당 best
life until the advent of the modern garden city. 工n the
Medieval town, h~an excrement was added to the dung heap
which was used for f‘ertilizer; the pigs acted as the
san土七ation commission. Kenneth Clark in The Gothic
묘eviγal: An Essay in the History of Tast강--rN'하「함ork O'l
19강정좋「F@ 쌀효， saγs lY'꾀e격강mo七 readit:l헌균skin iS !I Natux'e
of Gothic ll ~ .. witho\λ七 a thrill. withou‘뇨 . a sudden resolu낀ion
to ref‘。rm the world. If
3 7.
Morris does not suggest slavishly 土mitating any
period in the paste He suggests 七hat his century apply
the best esthetic principles (some of‘ which would be
￡‘ rom the Middle Ages) to create an expression of its
needs and way of lif‘e. He und잉 rstood each new period
Was differ‘ent. He r‘ecommended that the rich trretu :L‘n
to unaffected simplicity of life---뇨hough in a compli-
cated eclectic age , a too deliberate S Dmplicity can
also be affectation. 1I 4
In '’Making the Best of 工뇨!’ Mar‘X‘is instr1λG뇨 s the
middle-class home owners in the making of the gardens
and homes clean, orderly~ useful , and p 그.easurableG He
begins with ~he garden, goes to 'the exterio:깐 of the house ,
and then to the interior. He deals with ceilings , walls ,
floors e Of .flλrnit떠e ， he says , ,’An excess of 합덴 destr。γs
the repose of a lazy m없1 ， and is in the way of 없l 화1­
dustrious one. tr5
He comments on the variousrooms:
A dining-room ought not to look as if‘ one wen긴
into it as one goes into a dentis七 r s parlour--for
an opera파O끄， and c없le out of it when the
4phillip 표enderson， William Morris :
and Friends (London, 1967) , p.153.
5Works , XχI工， p. 26]‘.
His L土fe Work
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。peration was cover--the tooth out , or the dinner
쇼no A drawing-room ought to 1001ζ as if some kind
。f wax앞 could be done in 후 t less toilsome than
being bored ‘ A librar'Y cer선ainly ought to have
books in i뇨 ~ no쉰 boots only~ as in 또\hackeray~ s
country snob's house , but so ought each and 당very
i‘。om in the house more or less; also , though a그..1
X‘。 oms should 100궐 tidy , and，... e끼ren v당 Xγ tidy, th용y
。ugh七 not to look too tidy.u
Just as every middle class homecould be mad용
:runc쉰ional so could eγery fae뇨。ryo Soon after Morris
joined 바19 Democra뇨ic Federation in 1883 , he wrote
It A Fac tory As It Mi깜lt Be ‘’ for their weekly paper
Justice. 7 In this ar七iele divided into three parts ,
Morris says that a factory surr01λnded by a garden
should serve its purpose and should be generously
bull-뇨@ 工낀 would include dining hall , library, school,
places for study of various kinds o The ins土de would be
"pleasant and agreeable n and provide usaf‘1λ1 work c 믿he
machines would be ttof the most ingεnious and best
approved kinds. n The factory would be a gathering
place "for increasing the genera그- p 그.8asure of life and
raising its standard material and intel1ec다λale II 工t
gWorks , XXII$' p.113.
7The Democratic Federation f‘。l~ed in 1881 from
various radical clubs became a soc쇼alist organization
in 1884 and assumed the name of Social Democra七ic
Federation e Late in 1884 7 Morris led ‘ a number of
members out of the Social Democra뇨ic F딩 deration to
set up a new partγ， the Socialist League.
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would offer‘ education for both children and adults
and opportunities for developing hobbies~8
For the working people , Morris en끼risioned houses
lI built in tall blocks." These could provide the comforts
of sp ace ~ p rivacy:p and a Udue share of pure air and
sunli양lt. ’ I ~here would be garden space for each b工。ck
so II eγery child could be able to play in a garden close
to the place where his parents liγe j) UThese ver七ical
houses could have llcommon laundries and kitchenso •• and
airy public rooms in addition to their priva낀e ones;
the top story of each block might well be utilized for
such pur멜。ses; the great hall for dining in~ and f‘。 r
social gathe l;"ing, being the chief feature of it •• ‘ @
Such public rooms would n。七 interfer'당 with the ordinary
private life of each family or individual. 1l 9
Morris always εnjoyed functional simplicity when
he found it and always sUffered wh앙n i七 'Nas ‘ lacking Ql
~ay Morris ::J I 工， pp.130-140~ In 뿔ξ 뀔편엎프 으팍
Willi밟깐 M。Trl되 프으 프손효 Family 프표브 Frien연프， ed" Phillip
the foreman [of Morris r s sh。설 has left i 七 。n record that
conditions in the works at Mer七。n Abbey were 'as near
paradise as anything could be ’ . A long and hitherto un-
published letter to Georgina Burne-Jones of June'l~ 1884
giγes a reasoned exposition of‘ his position as an
employer. II For le t.te~ see p u 그.96-200.
9 May Morris', II , pp.' 127~128. WorkspXX工工I ，
p.23.
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Throughou七 his life his letter‘ s to friends were a
running commentar‘y on this simplicity. Of W당 stbury~
he wri tes , II Qui te a pre七七y town and as gay as gay;
away f ‘ rom the downs in a steep little valley built tλp
the southern-looking slope; all up and down wi긴h
steps and queer nooks: of stone ever‘y house~ most of
them oldoo •• The bridge f ‘ifteenth cen七ury wi七h a
queel~ little toll-house on i t~ II A fewdays later he
writes , uThe harvest being now out of the barn , w당
saw the corbe그.s that support the wall pieces: they
are certainly not later than ]• 250 , SO the barn is
much earlier than I thOlλ입ht. The building of the
walls and buttχ'esses is re~arkablγ good and solid. II
工n another le 갑 ter， he describes ill1 addition to a
rich man's home: "Fancy, in one of the rooms there
rlOwas not a pane of glass that openedJ
In Morris ’ s dream novel 표댄흔 팍꼼m N。wher딩 (1890) ,
which describes the 묘ngland of 2050 as Morris fou끄d
it on a boat trip on the 밍hames ， θ끼rery square inch of
it had ‘achieved what we now call functionalism. 11 및he
10Letters , pp.314~315 ， 323~
11앨뾰s f휠E뜨 Nowher흐， WI암표~， XVI~ pp.3-205--here-
after cited in text by page。
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Guest House where he had his f‘irst breakfas꾀 was
"designed with a fOl"ce and directness'’ and gave one
IItha. t exhilara七ing sense of space 당nd freedom which
양 atisfactory arohitecture alway앙 give s to 8.lJ, un밍끄오土 ous
man who is in the habit of using his βyeslf(l딩-14) G
Farm houses '’ were all pretty in design and as solid
as might be , but count r>.Jfied in appeal'"ance" (23) 0 In
Hffimaersmith,where M다rris lived for years he came
upon II a range of buildings of a splendid and 0X-
uberant style of architecture"(24). 믿hese w앙re the
market place , mote-house, and 七heatreo Beauti~λ1 old
buildings had been cleaned up so that there was " e lbow
room with.in doors U (33)o In Piccadillτy~the shops dis-
played wares ’'in their finel강 designed fran낀 stf and
!’ on each side of the s tl~eet ran an 'elegant arcade t 。
pro뇨ect foot passengers'’ (33)0
Holborn , also a par七 。f London as is P 소 ccadil1γ，
had a public group of bUildings across fr‘。m a ’'wide
space of‘ greenery without any wallar fence of 없ly kind"
(49). Alan딩 the river'’a little town of’ quaint and
pre七ty haus당 s ， some new ,some old, r’ was dominated bτy a
large old bUilding , "but so blended toge七he칸 by the
bri밭lt sun and b벼aa밟u따t뎌ifuλ과1 suλr켈r밍m。αu패l
stl칸?a와x끄l핑ge char컸~m. ab。αu찌t i 七 "(144-1갚 5) 。 工n Pangboul~ne ~
there If were five large houses in sight , γery caref'tλ11휠
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designed so as not to hurt the character of the coun낀r'Y"
(170). I' All the signs of squalor and poverty had
disappeared from" Wallingford; "many 1λ당ly houses had
been taken down and pretty new ones built'’ (176). 믿he
hill of 표inksey had lI two or 뇨hree γery pret뇨y stone
houses new-grown on it"(186)e "AI。끄g the 및hames，> there
w~re abundance of mills used for various purposes; none
。f wh :i.ch were in any degr‘es unsightly , fu~d many str‘土k­
ingly beautiful; and the gardens abou七 them marγels of
lov잉 linessff (195 ， n.). The bridges were " spendidly
solid and as graceful as they were strong; high enough
also t。 뇨 t ordinary river traff‘io through easily'’ (8) •
It was a delight t。 γiew 七he landscape through their
graceful arches.
All the people whom he saw as he and his companions'
stopped along the way to eat , sleep , and look about were
attr‘actively dressed in clothes comfortable and sui七able
fox‘ the occasione All the buildings from the smal그_est
house to th딩 largest hall were proper‘ly .and p 그_ea:;3 ingly
equipped " wi th all the appliances fit for carrying on a
dignified and happy lifer’ (XX工 I ， 241). Morris may not
have coined the term "functionalism~tt bu七， in his lectures ,
he analyzes it and in News he demons뇨rates it 。
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2. Art~ An All-Pervasive Factor‘
To return to the lecturesn art in i七 s br‘oadest
:I
sen읍e--all usef‘ul 'W o:칸k well done--is the cor딩 。f
12 1’ J_Morris ’ s esthet1co ...l.O-J liArυ is a very serious thing
and cann。낀 by any m앙 an딩 be disso.ciated from the
“ ] πr
weighty ma.tters that occupy the thoughts of men oII.ι〕
!’工 t is not possible to dissociate art from moralit양당
politics , and religionQ T~λ낀h in 뇨hese great matters
。f principle is of one o l’ 工 f we s뇨。P to t뇨ink for‘ a
momen뇨 we realize that ’'hist。건강 (so called) has re-
membered the kings and warriors p because they de~
stro강ed， [and]'art has remembered the people ,? because
they orθatedo " But , for art to i ‘lourish it must bβ
nof the people for the people , and by the people; it
must understand all 라ld be illLderstood by al그-‘ o ~ Ii)工긴
will not be an esoteric myster‘y shared by a Ii 七tIe
band of‘ superior beings; it will be no more hier-
archial than ~he art of past time was , but like it
will be a gif뇨 of the people to the people~ a thing
12Thomas Munro;) ’lFoux' 표u.ndred Arts and 밍ypes of
Art: A Classii‘ied Lis七 eII Journal 。f Aesthetics and
뿔효 01"1 ticl Snl ,9 χV工 (Sept o 킹 1957) !)-p앓꿇-65 0 뻐λ죠현;조갚01'쿄효융둔똥효his 1후st; cooking~ make-up , flower arrang-
ing , gardening; etiquette , firework S', etc o
131liThe Ar七 of the People , t’ Works9 χXII， pQ29~
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which everybody can understand, and eγeryone surχ‘。und
with 1。끼1e; i 뇨 will be a part of eγex‘y lit‘e , and a
III약hindrance
工n these comments , William Morris quot딩 sand
paraphrases Abraham Lincoln f s Gattγsburg address.
M。 χlris truly belongs to the democra七ic tradition.
When the Reform Act of‘ 1867 extended the vote t 。
many working men , he assumed th영 se men would m。γe t。
make 뇨heir needs knoWll o 및hey did not do this o During
the ten years between 1867 and 1877 , the year‘ 。f‘ his
firs七 lecture ,. Morris began to compl~eh앙nd that men do not
become poli七ieal]견 effective without training. As h당
moved to help the n딩wIγ enfranc뇨ised， he disc。γ당 red Jchat
Parliament was reluctant to respond. It Was accus 七。'Tlled
七。 reacti끄g to pressure groups wi七h long-standing
prestige e This provided one reason £‘。 1'" his turning
to socialism and communism and condemning national
governmen七 §
Critics who f‘ind Morris's lectures and his dream
novel News from Nowhere idealistic or inconsistent wi뇨h
hu끄lan nature no not seem to realize that art as he
understood it becomes a nucleus that carries with it
14띨E표S ， XχII， pp.47,32 ,133-134 o
깊:5
or holds in orbit a politics whic조1 is democratic and
fir1l11y grotλnded in local g。γernment; a morality tha七
is free and unasce뎌c bu七 very responsible; 없ld a
religion that allows m앙n and women to be fr‘Gθ , h a.ppy ,
and enel"O당etic.
Morris wishes people Uta understand that 七he al"t
we are striving for is a good thing which all can share:;
which will elevate allo l1 We go to museums to seθ
artifacts and call 七hem wonderful Q I’Well these things
are just the common household goods of those past daτys:)
and that is one reason why they are few and so careful그.y
뇨 r‘easuredQ They were comrfion things in 찮1e ir own day ,
1λsed without fear of bre~ζin당 or spoiling--no rareties
then~ 양 .". They w딩I‘e made by 'common fellows~ as the
phrase goes , in the common course of their daily
labour Q Such were the men we honour in honouring these
1 ，..~ u15wor‘κSg
Now, machines that could free Us f‘。r 1θisure have
so raul뇨ipli 繼 flour material wants unnec당 ss원11πn that
labour has become more lI grievous and oppressive ll than
bβf~re and much of the goods are ‘’ either‘ wretched
makeshif‘ ts , or , what is worse , degrading shams of
bett당r 七hings" or if expensiγe not in good taste.16
15r
’The Art of‘ the Peopl딩 pI! Work칩~ XXI I , pp 0 39 ~김;。‘
1611 The Lesser Arts of Life , tl Works , XX工工， pp ct 238 ,
239 Q
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M。캅ris in t’The Lesser Art딩 of Life ll suggests that
we consider some of the 1딩 sser arts Q He a읍 ser낀 s tha낀
p。캅tery should flbe of a convenien七 shape f‘。 r its purpose ‘
흩 @ ‘ The lines of contour mus七 ￡‘low Gasily~lI and the orna-
ment , if anY ,Trlust fi t the piece (i -For inexpensive pottery,
we should settle for wor않nanlik당 finish and I’not dεmand
excessive nea七ne SS.1’ Good pottel"llY costs more~ but we
ncan have less and break le ss ~ tt As for the related art
of making glass , ,’never till our day has an ugly 。떤
stupid glass vessel been madee'’ The new glass is c그.ear，
without bubbles , thin , and easil강 breakab그.8 ~ The older
17glass was more interesting and more durabl딩 9
Weaving , 와loth딩r 따nportant .art , is undeniably
mechanical but do only what "weaving can do. ’, Do
no 뇨 !’ torment lt the materials or the machine. Let the
design 1001ζ woven no'뇨 painted or engraved. IS
Of d~eing， Morris points ou七 that the r’。ld dγ당 S
were much more diff‘icult to use f
’
;' the refore the pattern
had to be t’peculiarly sui七able Q it Now J w:i: th the new dyes,>
we can d。 랴lγthing， and the patte켈18 often fllook poor
and tame and wirγ.11 Why not have rna七erial plain rlunless
17Worksg χXII ， pp.243-244， 246 ， 247。
18Works , XXII , PP o 250.
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the patt당rn is rea그~ly beautiful lt ? And WI;ly have 'Wallpaper
뇨hat does not 딩ive ”keexl deliEEhbf’ ? 工뇨 would be much
better Uto choose honest whitewash ~i..nstead， on which
H 그~9sun and shadow play so pIe ~노santI잠” gi
’'Simplicity is the onθ thin당 needed in turni ture"
in te~ns of both quantity and design. We do not n설ed
!’ to imitate the minor vices of‘ the Bargias or the d당-
/graded and nightmal')0 whims of the blase and bankrupt
French arlstocracY•• o.Our furniture 잉hould be go ad
citizerls furniture~ solid and w당11 made in w。칸km8..l."1­
‘ ,20ghip@I
With some trepid타tion， Morris sugges뇨s that cIoth-
ing "COlλ그~d be a lesser ar七 if‘ men and women brought basic
rules 七。 bear. As of‘ the moment the males are hope그~ess
victims. Morris saγs 9 I! 工 find it diff"icul t 뇨 o admit
that a chinmey-po 낀 hat or a tail-coat is the embodiment
of wisdom in clothes-philosophy; and sometimes in my
more skeptical moments. 工 puzzle illτyself i끄 thinl<in잉 why,
when I am indoors~ I should. wear two coats , one with a
back and no front , the other with a fr‘。n t aJ.l.d no back. t’
But women ’ s clothes can also be an abomination o Women's
clothes could be I’graceful and sensible. 1t uLadies •• 0
l잉Works ， XX工 I~ pp o259-260.
20Works , χχII ， p.261 (l
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you should keep your liberty of choice •• o.Garments
should veil the human for텀1 9 and neither car‘ icature
土 t ， nor obliterateits lines; thθ body should be draped,
and neither sewn up in a sack , nor‘ stuck in the midd그.6
。f a box.....Do n。七 allow yourselγas to be upholstered
,, 21like armchairs 0 II
In concluding liThe Lesser Altltsof L土fe ，’I Morris
says , tI I be lieve 하18 day is not far distant when the
best of men will set to work trγing to simplify life
。n a new basis ••• oTherefore , 工 ask you to apply the
remedy of refusing to be ignorant and nose-led'about
1122the arts~
In t1 Nowherel’--the England of Morris's dre없n as
yet unrealized--all of the country that he 딩 aw had
adapted ar七 。r ， by , and for the people. All ugly
bUildings had been tor‘n down; all thebuildings old
and new wero useful , simpleji and al"tistic. \I‘ihen he
had dinner in Bloomsbu l'"y market" tlthe glass , crockery,
and plate were very beautiful ••• GA nineteenth centu!‘y
club-ha~nter would, I daresay , have found 뇨hem rough
and lackin딩 in finish; th딩 cr‘。 ckery b당 ing lead-glazed
p。뇨-ware ， 하lough beauti~lly ornamented; the only
2넓。rks ， χχII ， pp.262-263， 264-265。
22Works , XXI工， pp 0 2δ7-268.
4잉
porcelain being here and there a p 土 eee of old oriental
War'e o "The glass , again, though ole당ant and quaint , and
very varied in form , was somewha낀 bubbledtr and horny in
teχture (101)" "The wall pictures. Q owex'e taken from
queer old-world illπ다18 and imaginations ••• Q 믿hey [we칸g효
gracef‘ul and plea딩 ant sUbjects , not too tragic f‘。r a
place where people mostly eat and drink and amuse
themselves , and yet full of incideni디 II (100 ) ~
Mor‘ris and his traveling companions visited'an
old house in which "‘there Was but little f‘urni ture ,
and that only the most necessary ,and of’ the simplest
forms. 1I One room uwas still hung with old tapestrY$)
。rigi끄ally of‘ no artistic value~， but now faded int。
pleasant grey tonθs which harmonized thoroughly'well
with the quiet of the place , and which would haγe been
ill supplanted by brighter and more striking decora七ionlr
(202-203)0
All along the' way , everyone was artistically
dressed. On the drive back t。 표ammersm土‘th， 七he travelers
saw peop그.6 who II were clad 호끄 colours that were sober
enough, though beautiful , and 파1e harmony of 뇨he colours
Was perfect and most deligh七f'ul ••••및he shape of th당 ir
raime끄七， apart f‘ rom its colour was both beautirul and
reasonable--veiling the form , without either muff‘ling
or caricaturing itU (138-l39) 。
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3. Beauty: Places , Things , Persons
For the purpose of examining beauty, we turnagain to
Morris's lectures. Simplicity and usef‘u그~ness al" tis 뇨i-
cally expr용섭입당dean cree.七당 bea‘1λty~but the basis of
these three must be cleanliness and orderlin당 sSQ ’rhe
commercialized world is every~까~here growing uglier and
23more commonplace. wv We bLow ugliness follows upon
industrialization. One beautif’1λ1 spot after another
has been despoiled. The 七。wn of Burslem makes II as
‘-
ι 1224much smoke as pot μex‘Y G II '-'~ The whole CoUll try is
l'\e spons i ble for 11 the devouring h소deousness and squalor
u25of our great towns , and especially for Londono"'-'v The
beauty of Oxford has given "way to the pressurθ 。￡
.. 26
commercial exigenciesg ll
SUI‘ely there must be f딩iN of us to whom
this degrading change has not been brought home
personallγ。 I 뇨hink you will most of you under-
stand me but too well when I ask you to remember
七he pa끄g of dismay that comes on us when we re~
visi뇨 some spot of country which has been specially
S연mpathetic to Us in time딩 past; which has
2311' The Aj따18 of Art ", II Works , χX工I ， p~86419
2약 IIArt and the Be auty of the ]고arth， ’I Works , , XX工I ，
p.174 e
25 ‘’ The Prospects of AI‘chitec뇨ure ,!’ Works , xχII ，
P‘‘ 1υτι。π@
261’The Aims of Art." w。안ks ， xx工工工 9 p lD 85.,
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refre shed us af‘ ter toil~ or soothed us after9
trouble; but where now as we turn the cor‘ner
。 f the road or crown the hi1그. 훌 s brow VJe
can s 딩 e fir‘st the inθvitable bIu당 slate l~oof 9
and then the blotched and mud-coloured stucco~
or il그.-built τ~all of ill낙nade bric ‘ :3 of t뇨딩
new buildin딩s; then a읍 we come nearer and see
쉽뀔앙 당rid 굉.nd pr‘양꾀딩nτlou:엉 little g a.rd딩n 잘 3 길tnd
cast-iron horr‘ors of‘ raiIin !2‘ s" and mise:.."土es。;;
of squalid out-houses breaking through 뇨he
sweet meadows and abundant hedge-rows of our
。Id quiet 뇨amI양 t ， do not our‘ hearts sink 'wi긴h ....
27in us~ and are we not troubled with a perplexity?
표e continues to exer낀 moral indignation to stir his
audience to ser‘iously consider the prospects of archi-
tectux‘eo t1 We ax‘e here in the richest city[London그 of
the richest COl.λntFJ of the riches낀 age of the world~ no
luxury of tliae past can compare wi다lour:니lXI1.ry; 랴ld
yet if you could·clear your eyes f ‘rom habitual blind-
ness γ。u wouldhaγe to confess that therθ is no crime
against art , no ugliness , no vulgarity which is n。뇨
shared with pel-afect fairness and eq~ality between the
modern hovels of Bethnal Green and the modern palaces
128。f the West End~
The cleaning of England is the f‘irst thing to do
and the most necessary thing to do. Those who are to
2711 ‘The. Prospects of Architecture , II Works , xx工I~
p.125.
281’The Prospects of Architecture :p I’ Works , xx工I ，
P o124. -----
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make beautiful things r;iust live in a beautiful place.
'Until our streets are d딩 cent and orderly and our town
gardens break the bricks and mortar every here and
ther‘ e and are open to all the peop10 g • Q our musθum.s and
.. 29
art schools will be but amusements of 七he ri ch Q II
Beauty can encompass everyone and eve~Jthingo
There can b당 nothing more beautiful 七h밍1 cl당 an healthy
men, women,and children simply but beautifu그.ly clad.
All the buildin당 s can be beautiful: the old house
in the new town; the new house in the old tow끄; the
factory properly planned. Ever‘Y ci七y ， tovJn,and vil그.age
can retain what is beautif‘ul~ elliainate what is not~ and
demand beauty in al~ything that i·s addedo As for the
lntθriors of dwellin딩 s ， there is a I’golden 번λle: HB.끼T딩
nothing 꼼 표쩔￡ hous딩 s which 필묘 닫으 표탤 뾰으뀐 E으 브호
" 30usefu1 01'\ believe to be beautiful。
Morris was being honest when he began hisf‘irs낀
lecture by saying he woul다 only speak from his own
experience. 표is own home was a classic exmaple of
this golden rUle~George Bernard Shaw ·said of one of
Morris' sHames:
29"
II The P rasps c 긴 s of Architecture ,'’ Works? χχ工工， P .. 138.
3Q lI The Beauty of Life , ’I Wo:칸ks , XX工I ， p. 77"
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Nothing in it was there because it was in-
teresting or quain七 or rare or hereditarY9 like
gr와ldmothex‘ ’sor uncle~s portraj.t~ Eγ잉낀y칩hing
that was necessa l""\j was clean 8..l"J.d handsome; e 끼101'"Y-
thing 당 lse was beautif‘1λ1 and beau tiflλ그-그_y presentεd
‘ .. (P ell 믿hroughout it all th딩 r당 had rei당ned 없1 a.rtistic
ta앙 to of‘ 잉그ζtrDD!‘파naYγ 펴℃당당ritγ: not once ha다 j ‘ts
。wner been sθduced by any 0바ler interes낀 O칸 asso-
c1ation Q e • 0 工~ the most irreγefarlb 。f mailk1Ilda j?g;L·b
its magic 土n~tantly and deeplYo3l
As Morris cam.e 쉰。 think of himself as a socialis낀
and communist정 he often spoke of cOlnIDunal living for
those who would enjoy it. Som당 of‘ the people 土11. his
!’꽤。where'’ 。f 2050 11γe in fam土ly homes; some 그_1.γg
communally in the old castles and the large βstates of
earlier tliaes. Of his own home , he said that it was
where he met people with whom he 'sympathized, whom he
loved. He could not have accepted comm1λnal living foY‘
himself although he was generous in his hospitalityo
工n 옆뾰흔 햄으표 Nowhere'- Morris was most impressed
with the twenty-first centu!‘y 2 S achieγemant in combin-
ing the usef‘ul and the ar뇨土 s tic to createthe beautif‘ul~
The ugl칭. bridges of his day had been replaced with ones
。f‘ indigenous stone or solid oak o Theτy delighted the
eye and gave everyone who passed under or over them a
sense of‘ comfor七 and security. Of one , he said, "We
were all standing on th앙 gravelly s 七rand below the
bridge , which , as you may imagine , Was 끄。 longer the
31George Bernard Shaw , Morris as 工 I(~new Him, in I\1ay
Morris , 工工， pp 。χx ， xxiii. -- - ---- ---
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。 ld hid~ous ir‘。n abortion , but a handsome piece of
verγ solid oak framing"(과5-과6). The streets were
as he had in the 1880's. wished they might be "as
beautif‘ul as the woods , as elevating as the mountain-
sides I’(xvj).
In Picoadilly, they ’I came sUddenly out of the
woodlands into a shor뇨 stree뇨 of handsomely built
houses ll (33). After breakfast on the first morning
。 f their trip , they went out to a carriage which
!’ was light and handy, but had none of tha뇨 S土ckening
vulgarity which I had known as inseparable from the
carriages of our times , especially .the ’elegant ones ’
but Was as graceful and pleasan뇨 in line as a Wessex
’ 1I/，..，.~ ，..，.~\ 32
waggonll (22-23).
In Morris ,’ s 뇨laginary 친λture ， all of the slums
and all of the ugly bUildings had been cleared away
and every room he entered Was beau뇨iful ， pretty, or
plain as the occasion required. His party visited a
factory and found it Was I"a nice place inside though
as plain as yo，λ see outside"(46). 믿here Was no smoke
32Philip Henderson , Willi없1 Morris : His Life Work and
Friends(London, 1967) 쇄 .364 ， tells of Morr포s랜괜r끓죠ds­
arranging for hi~ coffin 뇨 o be carried to the graveyard
。n· a farm wagon "festooned with vines , with a 1'der and
with bullrushes o ’
l 믿hey knew from his·writing that he
loved these simple wagons.
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from any factory.
Everywhere the gardens large and small were
beautiful. Coming upon an old but well-kept house
they found" the gar'den between the wal그. and the house
Was redolent of the June flowers , and the roses were
rolling over one another with tha뇨 delicious super-
abundance of small well-tended gardens wh土 oh at first
sight takes away all thought from the beholder save
that of beau뇨y'’ (2。그-) •
Mas뇨 beautiful of all were the people---healthy,
sun-tanned, and well화ressed in simple clothes of good
material and good design: '’ Clara 단ne of his 뇨raveling
companion렐 came to me , the la따er looking most fresh
and beautiful in a light silk embroidered gown, which
to my eyes Was extraγagantly gay and bright; while
Dick 1궐nother companion] was also handsomely dress~d
in white flannel prettily embroidered'’ (142). 믿he
people working in the harvest fields '’ seemed to be
dressed specially for the occasion--lightly , of course ,
b'\.λ 뇨 gaily and with plenty of adornment'’ (162). And
eγerywhe :r‘e the young people all of whom did some work
。utside in the summer were beautifully sun-tanned. 33
33william Cobbett~ Rural Rides , e~ G.D.H. and Margaret
Cole (London , 1930), I , p.17 said, "Gloucester is a-fine.
clean beau七土ful place ••••The girls a뇨 work in the fields
(always mπ standar~) are not in rags , with bits of shoes
tied on their fee뇨." Morris lmew Cobbet뇨 ’ s Rural Rides well.
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H~amond， a major character in 표용꽉~ who serves as a.
γehicle for Morris~s ideas and who is an elderly man
aware of how thθ changes cam딩~ explained to Morris that,
as he continued his t l'°ip" it would become cleare:c
;납lat we live amidst beau七Y without a끄.y fear of
becoming effeminate; that we ha끼T딩 plenty to do ,
and on the whole enj 。강 doing it 엉 What more can
we 'ask of life?~.~
This is how we stand Q Eng그~and was once a
country of clearings amongst the woods and wastes ,
with a few towns interspersed , which were fortresses
for the felλdal a엎ny ， markets for the folk , gather쇼ng
places for the craf쉰 smeno It then becili~e a country
。 f huge and foul workshops and fouler g&~bling-dens，
surrounded by an i그.그.-kept， p 。γerty-stricken fa뀐n ，
pillaged by the masters of the workshops~ 工七 is
now a 당arden ， where nothing is was七ad and nothing
is spoilt , with the n앙 CGS sary dwellings , sheds , and
workshops ‘ scattered up and down the count압y ， all
trim ahd neat and pretty~ For , indeed~ we Sh01λ 그.d
be 七。o much ashamed of our엽 elves if we al그_owed τhe
making of’ goods , even on a large scale , 七o carry
wi th i t "t;he appe arancθ， even , of desolation.and
miser‘YG Why , my friend , 七hose housewi꺼les we were
七alk土ng of jus七 now would teach us better tha끄
that.(72)
4. Nature: Its Proper Uses
Back in the lectures again , Morr土 S ‘makes most
clear tha뇨 the proper uses of‘ nature are in닌xtricabl-y’
related to fune뇨ionalism， art , and beauty: We mus 七
love our island, comprehend it , live with it wisely:
믿he land is a little land; too much shut up
wi七hin the narrow seas , as it seems , to have
much space for swelling in七。 hugeness: t'here
a-re ‘끄o great wastes overwhelming in their
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dreariness , 끄a great solitudes of for‘ests~
no terrible un뇨rodden mountain-wal그.3: all is
measured, mingled, varied~ gliding eas土ly one
thing into another: litt그.8 rivers:; li tt그.9
pla쇼ns ， swelling 9 speedily-changin당 up 그.ands ，
al그. beset with handsome ord앙선ly trees; little
hills , little mountains , netted 0τTar with the
walls of sheep-walks: al그. is littl양 ; yet no낀
foolish and blankft but serious ra七hel" ， and,
abundant of me~~ing for such as choose to seelζ
it: 工t is n§tther prison nor palace , but a
decent home~~4
To keep i뇨 a decent home , flthel~e is only one
duty· obvious to us all; it is that we shou 그.d se 긴
。urselves ， each one of us , to doing our best to guard
the natural beau긴Y of the earth: we ough 뇨 to look
upon it as a crime , an injury to our fellows , only
excusable bec~use of ignorance~ to mar the natural
beauty which is ·the property of all men; and scarce
less than a crime to look on and do nothing whi그.e
。 thers are marring it , if we can no longer p 그-당ad
It 35this ignorance. ll
We need to remind ourselves constantly that.
!’ wealth is what Nature giγes us and what a reasonable
man can 、 make out of the gifts of Nature for his
3411
”‘rhe Lesser Arts ,'’ Worksa χX工I ， p. 그.7.
35 tf The Prospects of Architecture , I’ Works ， XX工I ， p.
135.
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reasonable use. I과10 sunlight , the fresh air 1 th잉
unspoi그.od face of‘ the earth , food , raimen七 and hous-
ing necessa:rγ and decent 1 ••• all things which serve
1136the pleasure of people , fx‘ee,manly , and uncorrupted. ‘
To Morris~nature was one of the arts all of which
must be I’mutually helpf‘ul and harmoniously subordinated
。ne to a끄。ther.H This means "the moulding and a그. taring
to human ends of the vex‘y face of the earth itself ,
except in the oute엎nost desert. 1I Each one of us must
"do his due share therein. lest w응 deliγer to our sons9
,, 37
a lesser treasure than our fathers left to us.' ’
Morris ’ 입 love of nature was all-encompassing.
In nature he f‘。und pleasure , relaxation , ren션wale 工꾀
was a major inspiration for the art and beauty that he
created. On returnin 당 t。 표elmscott ， one of his homes ,
he once Wl~ote ~ "How I love the earth , and the seasons;
and weather and all things that deal with it , and al그-
that grows out of‘ it---as this has doneJ The earth
,, 38
and the gr‘。wth of i七 and the life of it. ‘ 工n his
3611U、seful Works veltasus Useless Toil , II WorlζS a
xx工工工， p.103.
37"T뇨e Prospects of Architecture ,n Works , χX工工 g
p.l19,120"
-38Mackail-, I 9 p • 227 e
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Let七 ers , he wrote af‘ ter visi七ing Stonehenge~ I’工 was much
impressed bγ it , 월n힘 though the earth and s핸 nearlγ
met , and the rain poured continuously , nothing could
spoil the grea七 s tretche s of‘ the Pla土nU (130-131)‘ Of
R뻐neymead~ ， he wrote，"파웰 is a most lovelπ place , on
such an af‘ternoon as one can scarcely hope 七 o see again
￡‘ or brightness and clear‘ness l ’ (135)8 In complaining in
a letter to Mrs. Burne-Jones of how dif‘￡‘icultit was t。
stir‘ the people to preserve historical bUildings or
restore them artistically, he said, "Certainly to take
that trouble in anydegree it is needful that a man
should be touched with a real love of the earth, a wor-
ship of it , no less lt (150)e
In 표쩔~9 the E끄당lish ，people of the future had
realized William Morris ’ 딩 、 ideal of‘ using nature properly ’
and were living with it easily. The large cities ,
especially London were still .thick]파 populated, but
the slums had b앙en cleared, and many of the people
had been dispersed to towns both old and new. ’과1e
wise old Hammond in explaining the interve끄i끄g 150 years
to Morris said, f’The big murky places which were once ,
as we know , 七he centres of manufacture , they ha끼Te ， like
the brick and mortar desert of London disappeared••• o
Of course , the great change in the rise of mechanical force
made this an easy matter, 앉U편’ some approach to 七heil"'
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break-up as centres would probab그.y have taken place 9
II /,..,-.. ,.,,.....\ 39eγen if we had not changed our habits so much ll (68-69).
The f‘actories were scattered thrmλ딩hout the is 그.and and
were so designed as to be attractive and clean. 믿hey
did not pour smoke into the air or effluents into the
rivers.
This change was not easy but IIthings soon :ri딘h뇨ed
themselves •• e Cl The town invaded the country; but the
invaders like the warlike invaders of ear‘ly days,
yielded to the influence of their surroundings , and
became country people; and in their turn , as they became
more numerous than the t 。‘wnsmene influenced 뇨hem also:,
so tha七 the difference b딩 tween town and country grew
les엽 and less; and it was indeed this world of the
coun七ry vivif‘ied by the thought and briskness of
town-bred folk which has produced that happy and
leisurelπ but eager life of which you have had a first
taste lf (7l,72).
~he vacated areas of the largest citieshad been
returned to nature or made into parks. In Traf‘algar
39In 표뜸표~， England has turned from machine manu-
￡‘ acturing to hand소crafting goods. Howeγer， the comment
。f Hammond 七hat the break-up and d1sp당 X‘sal would haγg
had to come is most significant. Dispersal of people
and the breaking-up of large manufacturing centers is
being tried today in industrialized nations.
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Square the:re were r’whispering trees and odorous blossoms ll
(42) • Near the British M~useurn they came upon II a ’very
large paγad quadrangle , with a big sycamore tree in
each corner and a pla잉hing fountain in the midst G
‘
•
People were sauntering or sitting reading on the
benches ’1(50 ) •
The I과lames River had become a continuous park-way
with larger areas a그.ong the way for picnicking and
camping.
"The banks of the forest that we passed thro1.λ당h
had lost their courtly game-keeperish trimness , and
were as wild and beautif’ul as need be , .though the trees
Wθre clearly well seen t o tl(160). At one point was l1 a
beautiful little islet begrown with grace~l trees; on
the slopes westward of us was a wood of varied growth
oγerhanging the narrow meadow on the south of 七he
ri끼Ter; while to the nor‘ th was a wide stretch of mead
rising γery gradually f‘ rom the r‘ivers edge'’ (191). The
fields of grain had trees in and around them and '.'there
was none of 七he niggardly begrudg土ng of space to a
handsome tr당 e which 工 remembered too well'’ (191). Ellen,
。ne of Morris ’ s boat companions , explained that the river‘
and its banks had for a period been seriolλS그_y damaged wi th
dredging and the cutting down of 七rees(197)， but now there
was ’'carefulness in 'dealing with the river; 짧 끄ursing .of
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pretty corners; 뀔념 ingenuity in dealing with dif-
ficulties of water engineering, so that the most
obviously useful works 팔ncluding mill합looked
beautiful and natural ll (195).
All o~ England had regained its na다λral beau뇨y
because people had ’ lea!‘ned that ’natura ’ was not
II something outside them" (179). Ellen, a beau뇨土1'\λl
g 土rl who joined the travelers briefly and did not
realize tha낀 Mor‘ris was from 七he 1890'뀔 ι asked if he
didn ’t ’'find'it difficult to imagine the times when
this pretty country was 、 treated by its folk as if it
had been an ugly characterless waste , with no delicate
beauty to be guarded, with no heed taken of the ever‘
fresh pleasure of recurrin당 seasons , and changeful
weather, and diγerse quality of the soil , and so
forth 'l l’ (187). As Hammond said, "We pass our lives in
II/cll\ 40reasonable strife with nature"(58).
5. Hopeful Work and Fearless Rest
Morris never tires of stressing that hopeful
work and fearless rest are the aims of art and should
40
Morris in these last three quota뇨ions certainly
anticipates modern ecology.
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be the aims of society. To Mor‘r土 s ， work is hope~l when
the worker for a reasonable number of work hours (four
to eight hours per day) can receive adequate pay for
producing a use~λ1 well-made article; rest is fearless
and fruitful when the worker certain of work has both
time and energy to use his leisure productivelγ.
Industrialization had los.t sight of 파lese worthy goalsp
but theγ had existed, perhaps by accident, in the
Middle Ages. We cannot , he said, import the condit土。ns
of the production and life of the Middle Ages into our
present system, nor do we want to. We can, however,
apply to our age of‘ machines the idea that the I’mediaeval
craftsman was free in his work ••• and lavished tr‘easures
。f human hope and thought on everything [h화 made , from
,, 41a cathedral to a porrid용e pot."
및hat men and women must work and wor‘k hard, Morris
knew. When he reached 뇨he age of majority , he received
as an inherita끄ce an annual income suffioien뇨 to free
hi끄1 from work. He assumed, however , that it was his
responsibility 뇨o provide-an adequate income. When the
income f~om his inheritance (copper mine) decreased, he
Was alreadπ financial그-y successful in his own right.
Therefore, he spoke from experience when he sa~d in 1884
411l 및h~ Aims of Art ," Works , XχII工， p. 90.
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in rrUsef‘ul Work and Useless Toil" II t’Let us 당rant~
first , that the race of man must either labour or
per土sho Natlλre does not giγe us our livelihood
gratis; w당 must win 쇼 t by toil of‘ some sort 。안 de딩ree G
Let Us see , th잉n ， if she does not give us some compen-
sation f。칸 this compulsion to labour , since certainly in
other matters she takes care ’to make the acts necessary
to the continuance of lif‘e in the individual and the
race not only endurable , but eγen pleasurab그.e @ Il 갚2
There ar딩 two kinds of‘ work: one is good because
it has hope in it; the 0 七her is bad because i 七 does not:
What is the nature of 七he hope which~ when i뇨
is present in worlζ? makes i뇨 worth doin당?
It· is threefold , I think--hope of' res t , hope
。f product , hope of‘ pleasure in the work itself;
and hope of‘ these also in some abundance and of
good quality; rest enough and good enough to be
wo:안th haγing; product v'‘'orth having by one who is
neither a fool nor an asce七io; pleasure enough
for all for us to be conscious of it whi그_e we are
a뇨 workQ8 ‘ 。
工 have put the hope of‘ rest f‘irst because it
is the simplest and most natural part of our hope.
Whatever pleasure there is in some work, ther딩 is
C딩 rtainly some pain in all work , the b앙 as 뇨-like
pain of‘ stirring up our slumbering energies to
a~tion， the beast-ljkedread of change when things
are pre七 ty well with us; and the compensation for
this ~~imal pain is ~~imal rest e Wθ must feel
while we are working that the' time will come when
we shal 그_， not have to war뇨. Also the rest. when it
comes , must be long enough to al그.ow Us to enj oy i 뇨;
42
Works , XXII工， p.90.
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it must be Ion당당r than is merely necessary f‘。r
us to recover、 the strength we have expended in
working , and it must be animal rest also in
this , that it mus七 끄。낀 be disturbed by.~~xiety~
else ’ we shall not be able to enjoy i쉰 .43 -
Morris emphasized that th딩 machines we 끄。VI have--
and better‘ 。nes are constantly being developed--could
now make available to eγθryone pleasureful work,
un~~ious rest , and wortbypro&λcts. The growing
acceptance of labor unions wi그.1 he lp us toward 다lese
goals for thes당 unions wil그. develop the strength to
demand theme Morris. py 188용 has turned to the working
mene He has become convinced the middle class cannot
reg앙nerate itself. He still speaks to art group 'S, bu뇨
socialist oriented, he feels that the working class
provides the most fe~tile field i‘。r producing change.
工n his lecture I’Misery and the Way Ou t ~ II he says , HI
know that we are moving onward: everywhere we see 七he
apathy of· the last 25 years breaking into hopei‘ul
discontento •• GMen are preparing to claim a higher
standard of life: and we callan them to raise that
standard even higher, until they at last claim freedom
with 끄。 doubtful voice and are determined to be contented
with nothing less ••• ~You must be either slaves or freeo ’, 44
43"U sef‘ul Work and Useless Toil ," Worksg χXIII， p o9g e
II ,44MaIr IVIo:xiXii S , pp.16전~l‘64~' ’
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In the presen七 , however‘, it is our allowing
machines to be our mas낀ers instead of‘ our making them
our ser‘vants that so injures the beau七Y of life a We
need to ask why a r원a.sonable man u 원 es a machine.
surely the answer is to sa끼re labour Q 江~hey should
be used only If for doing work repulsi끼Te to an· avera딩e
man , or for doing what could be as weI그_ done by a
145machine as a mano rr-·n " We need to terminato II the
ill8J."'lufa c tlλre of useless goads~ whether ha~~~l
luxuries f‘。 r the rich or disgracef‘ul makβshifts for
the pooroI’ 및hen the work day could be shor긴ened and
It the sting b ,e taken ou七 ofthe factory sy딩tem.• n46
The time has come to ask what is due the wo:간따nan
and give 'an answer:
o0 oMoney enough to keep him from fear of want or
d딩gradation for him and his; leisure enough from
b~ead-earning wo:안'k (eγen though it be pleasant to
him) t 。 당ive him 七 ime to read and think, and
connect his own life with the life of the great
war工d; work enough of the kind af‘。 resaid， and
praise of it, and e캅couragement enough to make
him f ‘eel good i ‘riends with his fellows; and
lastly (not least , for ’ tis verily part of the
bargain) , his own due share of art , the chief‘
p a:、l~낀 of which will be a dwelling that does not
lack the beauty which Nature would fl-'eely allow
it~ if our own per‘versity did not turn Nature
。u뇨 。 f doors.강?
갚 5.‘
"The Aims of‘ AXibs ” , Works* χXII工， p .88 e
46May ~orris ， II , PPe134,135.
47"IIUseful w。rk and UseieSS EE 。 i:L ，” Works ,. Xχ工工 g
P .116.
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Consciously ordering a new societγ ou t of what VJe
haγe will cause trouble but llthe life of‘ a man is more
t :r‘。ublous 七han that of’ a swine and th앙 life of a freeman
"깊8than the lif‘ e of a slaγ0 0 11 -- We can do w원11 in aslζin당:
What other blessings are ther당 in life save these
七wo 잉 fearless rest and hopef‘ul worlζ? Troublous as
life is , it has surely given to each one of us
here some times a..Yld seasons 'vIlhen , surroui1ded by
simple and beautiful things , we havθ x"ea그_ly felt
a七 rest; when 다1e earth and all its plen뇨eous
gr‘。wth~ and the tokens of the varied life of men 9
and the 끼rery skτy and waste of‘ ail"" ab ove us ~ haγg
seemed all to conspire toge七her to mal{e us calm.
and happy , not slothful but restful Q sti그_loft텅ner
belike it has given us those other times , when at
las낀， after many a stru당gle with incongl~ous 뇨i끄d­
ranees , our own chosen work has lain bef‘。 re us
disentangled from all encumbrances and unrealities.
and we have felt that nothin딩 could wi thhold us ~
not eγen ourselv당 s , from doing 긴he "''l ork we are
bo:간끄 todo , and that we were m딩n'and worthy of life.
Such rest앙 and such work, 工 earnestly wis뇨 for my-
self and for you , and f‘。r all men: 七。 have space
and freedom to gain such rest and such war뇨 is the
end of politics; 七。 learn how best to gain it is the
end of‘ education; to learn its inmost meanin당 is the
end of re 그_igion.갚9
This ,written in 1882 , is the sy끄thesis of Morris's
religious associa협ons from youth e 및he blessings of‘ work
if not of rest is Eγangelical; the beauty and style is
Anglican; and the courage to enjoy life troub그.ous though
it be is qe~aanic. 와lnd this synthes土 s is interrela七ed
약8 ..II 밍he Lesser Arts of Life ,1I 'JVorks , χX工工홉 p.268 tj}
49 11 The Lesser Arts of Life , rr 꾀forks ， XXII , P ‘ 269.
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wi th politics and educatio:엉 9
The English socie핸 of 꿇표~ is thoroughlπ 。riθnted
to fear‘less rest and hopeful work o A뇨nos 쉰 ever‘yone has
found work that was pleasurable and ever‘ything man-made
was useful;]) beautiful) and artistic o Harmnond,the
commentator of 앨뽑， told Morris ~
The wares which τile make are made because they
are needed: men malce for theil~ neighbours: use
as if tbey were making f‘。r themselvesooQOS。 七ha침
whateve、r is made is good, and 七horoughly f‘it f‘。r
its purpose. Nothin당 Q뀔n be made ·eχcept f‘。r
genuine use; therefore no infeχ'ior goods are
made. 0 0 We have now found O"lλt what w딩 want , so we
make no more than we want; and as we are not
dri끼Ten to make 8. 끼last quantitγ 。f useless thin당 s ，
we haγe 七ime and resources enough to consider. our
pleasure in makin딩 themo All work which would be
irksome to do by hand is done by iramenselγ 칩npr。γed
machine!‘y; and in all work which i七 is a pleasure
to do by hand machinery is done without o There is
no dif‘ficulty in finding work which suits the
special turn of mind of 딩vex‘ybody; so that no mfu~
is sacrificed to the wants of another. From tim딩
to time , when we have found out that some piece of
work was too disagreeab그.e 01'0 tJ때iol당 some ， 'W e hav당
given it up and done altogether without τhe thing
produced by i칩。 Now ， surely you can see that
under these circumstanc당 s all the work that we
do is an exercise of the mind ill~d body more or
less pleasant to be done: so tha七 instead of
‘ avoiding war‘k everybody seeks it: and 9 since peop그_8
have got defter in doing the work generation af‘ ter
generation,.?, it has become so easy to do , that it
seems as if there.we~e less done , tho1λgh-probably
more is produced.(97).
Those who find they are not· d딩￡‘七 can wri te or
workwith mathematics or science. Hanrnond continued,
fllf art be inexhaustible , so is science also; and
though it is no longer the only innocent occupation
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which is though七 VJorth an intell좋 gent man spending his
time upon , as i 七 。nee was , ye 七 there are , and 工 suppose
will be , m없1'1 people who are excited by its conquest of
difficulties and care f‘。 r it more than for 없ly七hing else"
(98). Writers , scien七ists and artists all 칸espect each
other‘. One craftsman turned wri七er and math딩matician
told Morris that they didn ’ t suff‘er from the s칩λpidity
。f the nineteθnth century "which despised everybody wh。
could use his hands" (20).
표ammond said that the rewards of labour are 그_if‘ e
and creation Q "工 t is each man ’ s business to make his
。wn work pleasanter and pleasanter~ which of course
tends towards raising the standard of eχcellence"(98)1ll
No one was chained permanently to the essential
but oppressively hard labor, for the physically fit too1ζ
tux‘ns a七 it , and everyone helped with the harves七. One
group of young road wo건kGTS ? Ill。 okixl딩 much like a boa七-
ing party at Oxford would have looked in the days 工
remembered ,lI were merry and happy as th경y made their picks
ri팩 O때(갚7)Q Almost everyone who was· able joined 쇼n the
harvesting which Was easy-hard work for it ’ltries the
muscles and hardens them and sends you pleasantly
wearγ to bed, but which isn ’ t trying in 0 七her ways: does-
nIt harrass you in short l’ (173). A few "Obstina七8
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Ref\.lsers lI did not join in the harvesting because 다ley
were bUilding a house but no one was too concerned(172).
All along the way people 꽤ere enjoying leisure hours--
boating on the rivers~ " saunterin잃 in the town squares ll
。:간 C없nping in the par)ζs. Group섭 of children were of‘ ten
c aTnping together. liAs it seemed, this pleasur'e-l。γing
people were , fond of tent-life , with all its inconγe-
niences , which , indeed , they turned into pleasure a그.SO Il
(146). Morris 'found special pleasure in the food vvhich
eγery\'Vhere was tJ simple enough ,': hI.λt mos 七 delicately
coolζed， and set on the table with much dain뎌ness'’ (15) •
At another 'dining hall the i ‘ood II shovved tha t those VJh。
prepared it were in七erested in it; but thθre was no
excess either 'of quan七 itγ 。 r of gourmandise II (101) 0
Morris occasionally experienced a moment of melancholy
on this trip , for here Was the pleasureful work and
play he had dremaed of in his daYe
6 0 Ca그~， Dignified Happiness
Joyful work and joγ￡‘ul p노ay i끄 없1 environment of
art and beauty will crea七e a calm dignified happiness.
Morris saτys thismany tilles e Morris ’s calm dignified
happinessis not philosophical , ideal , 0:η lI utopi밍1"
although Morris was cognizant of 七he literature i끄
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50these areas. vv It is practical and pra~aatico It is
geζrally an English pragmatic happiness and specifi-
cally a Morris happiness ‘ It is not the happiness of
the mom딩ntaY'Y escap딩 。f th딩 wor1aαen into th당 gin
palace; of the middle class 七o the masque ba그_lor a
~odsnap dinner; of the upper class t。 학1 eχclusiγe
soc ial affair. 工t is the happiness possible in a
community \ivhere true equality and justice eXist; where
everγ。ne except f‘。r unavoidable accidents is secure in
his work and plaτy; whe re a r r angenξ월ts perrαi 七 everγone
to ea입:ilγ find companionship or solitary pursuits as he
desires. It is a happiness based on faith in self‘ and
in others e It is the happiness "of a community that
has eliminated the I’fall." Morris points ou t that
this happiness will open the door to a happiness of
grea七er dep다land complexity. People proud of 七heir
work 않ld free to enjoy leisure without 와lxie ty VJill
disco쩡r IIThat the -e x、뼈 secret of happiness lies"in
50Morrisis list of faγorite boolξs include d P lat。
and Aristotle o He complained bitterly of 끄。 t liking
philosophy but that was af‘ ter the reading of‘ i 뇨. 표g
knew intima.tely Carlyle and Coleridge who followed
the European philosophies 41 .His two faγ0칸i te lI ut이?ias'’
were Sir Thomas More~s Utopia (1515) and Campane1la:s
팍훨 햇 칼1e 효표프(1623)41 He print잉 d a new ad土tion of
More I s Utopia ←흡t the K딩 lmscot낀 P 1" 8 S s.
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꼬표ξ taking 용 genuine 추뿔뿔똥고 후표 효핀; 뾰브 detaj.ls 으￡
u 51dailγ life.II~- Samuel Johnson in Rasselas has 工mlac
say, ’'The business of a poet is to eχamine， n。낀 the
indiγidual:; bu뇨 the specie딩; to r영mark 당eneral p :r、。per­
ties and large appθarances: he does not number the
streaks of the tUlipo'’ Morris , both a poet and an
52
artist정 scrtλtinized both the tulip and its s 낀reaks.
This make s for II a simple life fit fOl" m당nTJ __ a
l土￡‘ e in which a man can feel manly , a woman feel
womanly~ and a child feel childlike. 믿he끄 we will be
ready for 파1e pleasuxoeof experiencing flReverenc<딪 for 뇨he
,, 53 IIlife of Man upon the earth o" ..... ..., . lilt is this manly rever-
ence for the life of man past and present and to come ••••
which gives an interest to the representation of the
common landscape which surrounds our life , the corner
。 f a f‘土eld~ a bit of wayside waste , 하le beasts and
birds wi七h whom we have to do , nay even to otherwise
trivial things , decoration of houses and so forth
with which we strive to bring our liγes into ha뾰lony
,, 54
with the beauty of the uniγerse.1I
51
UThe Aims of Ar七 s!! Worlcs , XXI II , p • 94 \II
52Samuel Johnson, Rasselas 9 Poems') and Se:lee七ed
Prose~ ad. Bar七rand H. Brouso끄 Tπ짧호or]표-; 1958) 1 p .527 It
531
'The Prospects of Architecture ,1I Work~ ， χX工工 g
P .1'51.
5험~aγ Morris , II , p.165 。
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Once we leayn this calm dignified happinθss we
c~~ cultivate the will and responsibility to li끼T딩
without dama .Q‘ e to ourselv딩 s and other‘ s n a f ‘ ree andg그
뾰fettered animal life Q 0 .0템d enginee핍 the utt딩 r
extinction of all asceticism e If we feel the least
degradation in being 없norolλs ， or merry , or hungry ’,
or sleepy , we are so far bad animals , and therefore
miserable men. And you know [ou뀐 civilization does
b호d us to be ashamed of all these moods and deθds ，
and as far as she can , begs Us to conc앙 al t뇨em ， and
,55
wher‘e possible to get other peopl상 to do th앙m f‘。 r us.'
This was not always t원λe. In the Midd그_8 Ages t’the
holidays of the Church were holidays in the modern
sense of the word, downright plaπ-days， and ·there
were ninety-six ob그_iga뇨。ry ones: nor were the
‘ ”‘people tmae and sheep-like , but as rough-handed갚 랴ld
bold a set of‘ good f잉llows as ever rubbed through life
,, 56
unde r the sun 0 II
工n twenty.-first century '1’~Nowhere샘 9 ‘ the Victori많l
Morris looking strange in his nineteenth century
55May Mor l'"lis , II ’rhe Society of the Fu다λXi8 ，!! 工工링
p.457.
56r’The Hopes of‘ Civilization, lf Works , XXI工 I ，
p.60.
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cloth딩 s Was the recipient of this new happiness o
He delighted and fascinated ever‘y。끄e， for they did
no뇨 fear someone a bit difi‘ erent f‘ rom themselγes.
믿rained to a genuine interest in e 끼，eryon앙 and eγery-
thing they recognized he must be an outsider and
welcomed him. Appreciatiγe of any fel그.ow man , they
slipped easily into questioning and- answering. Pnd
everywher~peoplewere able to express their natural
hwnanity- that calm dignified happiness brin당s forth.
Many of the middle aged looked young: of one fellow~
he said, I’he was a man in the prj따1e of life;>but
looked happy as a child who has just got a new toy ’!
(21); a woman Morris mistook i‘。r twenty said III am well
serγed out f ‘or f ‘ishing for compliments , since 工 haγe t 。
tell you the truth, to wi펴 that I am forty two ll (19).
Genuinely happy people retain 七heir youth longer , 펴.t
would seem o ‘상
When Morris looked a t the beautif‘ul El그.en 영 he
s ai d , II I was thinking of what y01λ ， with your capaci七장
and in七elligence， joined to your love of plθasure， and
your impatience of unreasonable restraint--of what you
would have been in that pasta An d even now , when all
is won and has been for a long time , mτy heart is sick-
ened with thinking of all the waste of lii‘e that has
gone on for so many years ’‘ (203) • Harru"'nond said, II 및he
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spirit of the new days , of our days , was to be deli덩ht
in the]‘ if‘e of the world; intense and overweening 1。γe
。f the very skin and sur‘￡‘ ace of the earth on which man
dwel그_s~ such as a lover has in the f ‘air fles뇨 。f the
꽤oman he 그.。γes; this , 工 say , was to bθ 다1e new spiri뇨
。 f the time I’ (132).
Thus in the England of 않표효 ￡월m Nowher딩 Y\피~파」
M따。r‘ ris found that t바he synthesis of functionalism , art ,
beauty , nat1λre ， joyf‘1λ1 work and play, and happiness in
a socialized community of‘ equality and justice over-
comes the waste of‘ life of previous cen七uries and
generates a new spiri七 and a vitality which almos뇨
eVe!γ。ne c없1 .enJ oy.
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V CONCLUSION
During Morris rslife , h土 s poetry rated f‘irst among
his many accomp~ishments; now , new trends have pushed
his poetry into the background. His art des土gning，
popular with those who could afford his serγices， has
flourished and languished'as fashions haγe varied. His
lectures. however. have continued to serva well the, --_.. - .-- ,
changing scene. Because of them , he is acknowledged by
some tO , be the father of modern architecture ,l the
father of , the arts and crafts movement , and the fa뇨her
2。f industrial design.- It seemed reasonable to conclude
뇨hat Morris ’ s contributions had moved into the mainstream.
Recently, however , there has been a revival of‘ interest
in Mo‘ rris , and perhaps , with good reason. As we see it
in our own time , he may become the father of more off-
lsee , Nick。 l.aus PevsneI· , Pioneers 으￡ Modern D~sig~
팍뀐쁘 William Morris 프으 Wal七er Gropius 때ew 쪼ork， 1949).
Gropius founder of‘ tlie Ba-uhau닫， a sqhool of‘ design in
Germany,said that Morris was liThe true pr‘ophet of the
twentieth century , the father of the modern movement"
(P.g). Morris formulated the principles of func七ion-
alism bu七 rejected the new materials--concrete.steel.
glass. Gropius applied the principles to the new -
materials.
2See , Jacqu.es 뭘arzun， 맨lrom the Nineteenth Century
뇨o the Twentieth, II Chapters in Western Civilization Vol.II
Con七emporary Civilization st효ff of Col밟nbia Ul?-,i yersi ty
(New York, 1962) P .451. Barzun says that when' "Morris
initiated the Arts and Crafts Movement as a revolt
against the machine ll alert manufacturers responded by
setting up industrial design as a profession.
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sprin당 g He may be the i‘ athθr‘ 。 f the new esthetic:
the fa七her of the direct approach to the down-trodden,
the f ‘ather of the integration of organic소 sm fu""1d
individualism, and the father of 타n as 七hetic for
comrnun후ty. At· the very least~ he can scare，잉ly fail
to recei끼Ta oradi七 ￡‘。工~ recognizable contributions t。
each of these.
AIfr‘ed Neumeyer in expIainin원 that we ha끼T당 three
esthetics says , I’Today there exists three aesthetics
side by side. One , which may b당 called 。bject
aesthetics~ investigates those factors or 그.aws which
lend order and expressiveness to the work of art. 1I
Aristot 그.e r S Poetics is a case in point. It set the
laws and order i‘。 r‘ tragedy. It assur~ed that ever‘T
member of the audience responded as every other member.
James Joyce analyzes llobject esthetics ll in some detail
in A Portrai 뇨 으효 파표용 Artist 흥효 용 Youn잃 핀흑표， (New 쪼or‘k ，
1962); pp.187-215. I’The second tγpe may be called
subj eet 용똥Ehetics. It is a psychological science
and deals with our perception of shaped objects.'’
It accepts the fact that people's reaction to art
varies on the basis of their combined heredity and
en끼rironment. It is as old as artis七ic eχ.p res sion훌
It has only been recen七ly clarified by psychological
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testing. Almost eγeryonθ who sees 다1e Mona Lisa can
identif‘Y it thereafter , but each person sees it in his
。wn way. In sUbjective esthetics , the rules and order
the끄 mus t be l~elatiγ원 not a.bsolut앙 • The t m.x‘d?
approach--cultural esthetics--" searches for comrl1on
denominators among the various arts or within one art
at a given time o ’I In explaining the d딩velopment of
the new or '’ cUltural aesthetic'’ Neumeye.r continue s ,
!’ The γeneration of the supreme value of creativity has
been eclipsed by the recognition of‘ the creat土Ve urge
in everτy man ’s life everywhere and at any time. u3
Morris rejected object esthetics because he felt
it produced spectators not participants and because
it set the great artists apart from all others. He
법as in accord YJ土 th subject esthetics; his letters 七。
his interior design clients are often little classics
in negotiating a satisfactory compromise of-indivi-
dual good tas뇨es. He was dynamical그_y in accord wi th
cUltural esthetics; he in끼rited all of his fel그.ow
countl'Jrmenjl but especially the 'working m당n ， 뇨。 recog-
nize and express their own cr당 atiγe urges. Only thus 1
could a community become ar七-centered. 工끄 our day,
3u Aesthetic Atti tudes and the Pr강 sent S七atus of
Art History and Appreciation~If Jour‘naJ‘ 。f 꾀3thθtics
흐표브 콰웰 Criticism, XI (Sept. 1952~pp:6l;65e
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John Kenn딩 th Galbrai하1 says~ I ’ Thθ need 소 s to subordi-
nate economic to aesthetic goals--to sacrif‘ice effi-
ciency , including the efficiency of organiza낀ion to
beauttrg !!4
Most outstanding litθrary 11α딩n of the Victor‘ian Ag앙
expressed concern for the newly developing sooiety and
for the lower c 그_asses--the segment of society 七he poli-
ticians call 七he "unwashed." But Morris was the one
writer who wen~ directly 뇨。 them， to where theτy. would
gather--the stree七 corner or the open areae II 工n the
six years before 1890~ h딩 had delivered over two hun-
dred and fiftzr :Lgcburese ”5
Morris was not a rabble-rouser; he was not a
pr‘esen七 er of blue prints; rather he was a giγer of
certain constants in terms ~of principles and values e
He advocated only tentatively th딩 structure , method,
and policies to achieγe their implementation. He was
p reeminentl'Y‘ successful with the working men because
he sincerely identif‘ ied himself with them. From his
4John Kenneth Galbraith, lI eapitalism, Socialis1l1 q
and the }uture of the Industrial staτg,” Atl~mtic 216
(Ju끄e ， 1967)~ p.67.
5IEh。mps。xlg p.47e
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。w끄 experience , he believed that 11와재 worthwhile' work
‘ 116we 그~l done Was equal to anτy other .. "'-J Morχ'is was
certain that his own art, wri 뇨ing and lecturing was
worthwhile work. He was equally certain that his
work was neither more 끄or less W01"낀hWhile than anγ
。 ther work we 그~l done 0
工ndividualism and organicism as γiable conflicting
conceptsand practical ideas came into existence v매 ith
7
the American and French Revolutions. 믿he indi끼ridual-
socieτyan七ithesis， theref‘。re ， became the major con-
￡‘ lict of the nineteenth century England. Jeremy Be끄tharα
in accep七ing the challenge of‘ the new ways had earlier
analyzed individualism; Samuel Taylor Colerid당e responded
by outlining a new organicism which mightbe acceptable
to the rapidly changing socie七yo JoP~ stuart Mill~
describing 七hese ill당n as tt 뇨he two gr딩 at seminal minds
。f England in their age" said, I1 Whoever could master
the premises and combine 七he methods of both, would
6Thompson , p.255.
?E.:‘WeekIπ， Words Anci.ent and Modern (D。강e 옆 9 1926) ;J
P o34 111 I’It was not unt초T딴fg‘F효g표c료Re구강lution 벼a七 •
de파。 cracy ceased to be a mere 11七erary w~rd~ and
boca따1e part- ofthe.. p'olitical vocabulary. II !n 했ill쇼짧18 ，
PQxi꺼T"
Sl
possess the entire English philosophy of his age. IIS
Mill in writing about th당 se 七wo men set in motion the
process of the philosophical s장끄thesis so weI그_ drama-
tized in his Auto파。g:r또r2편‘ Alfred Lord 뾰nnγson and
Ar‘thlλr Henr‘y Hallma using poet土 c terms brooded over
tithe good and the beautiful. 1l 9 Arnold ’ s es 딩 ays on
10social criti핵sm similarly dealt. with thθ antithesis"
John Ruskin on occasions approached an applicati。끄 of
a philosophical synthesis , but it Was Morris who first
presented principles which integrated organicism and
11individualism.·· Morris's thesis was that the working
8John Stuar七 Mill~ On Benthfu~ and C 。leridge9 ed Q
F. R. Leaγis (New York~-r95떠丁헝: 렇파lδ김 9 -
9AXi ℃huxi Herlr3T 표allam ，" On Some of the Charactel'>후­
stics of’ ModernPoetry: and On the Lyrical Poems of
Alfred Tennyson낄썩Walter E. Houghton and G. Robert
S 낀an당연 Victorian Poetl'γ 흑표과 Poetics (Boston, 1959) ,
pp.802-S11 Q
10Letters 51 P $1그3 0 Morris havin원 received Arn。그.d Ys
lecture IIEquali tyll wrote , II 工 heartily agree~ 쉰뇨딩 。nly
τhing is th~t if he has any idea of a remedy he dursn't
mention i낀 a il
11S c:nne critic s f ‘ ind Morris a rebel and a revolutionarγ.
and do not think of him as supporting organicisme He is
o ontemp tuou s of‘ Parliamen쉰 and the cour뇨 s in his leo-
tures and disposes of‘ th딩m entirely in News~ Hσwever9
he is convinced that genuine organicism de구elops on그-y
when everyone par펴cipates eq~ally in the communitYe
National pride and unity will flow naturally from
this.
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men were I’ the real org없lie part of society" and England
would haγe a satisf‘actory sγnthesis of individualism
and organicism when the working men claimed IIequality 으후
1112condi 七ion ‘ II
Willi밍n Morris can become the i ‘ather‘ 。f an esthetic
for communi략 on패 if society does become art-centered.
It is interesting to note in 뾰표를 that the rapid change
toward such communities began in 1950 and met with
some d딩gree of success in 2050。 工n about 1950 , after
World War II and the recoyery of Europe , we discovered
we were living with the. "revolution of rising expecta-
tions. ’It F딩w in our day haγ딩 describ당d this phenomenon
better than William Morris did in 1887 when he said
I1 c l ass antagonism is 당eneral그_y more i ‘elt when the
oppressed class is bettering its condition than wh앙n
it is a뇨 its wors七. The consciousness of oppression
then takes the form ·of hope , and leads 뇨。 action， and
is indeed the token of the gradual formation of a new
1113。 rder of things underneath the old decaying 0 칸der.
Raymond Williams says of Morris ’ s lectlλres 다lat
there .is IIlife in the lectures where one f ‘eels that
12,I 표。w We Live and 표。w We Might Live ,1I Works ?
XXIII , p.26.
1311II 및rue and False Society,’I Works , χXII工， p.230.
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11 14the whole man is engaged. 11- - Paul 믿hompson says of
Morris , I’Although Morris seems in many ways an
erratic figure--a romantic Victorian Mediaeγalis七
as often as a modern progressive--few men of any
age have more to offer today: for Morris was a man of
practical example and rare integrity who made one of
the few str‘aight f‘。 rwal-"d a뇨 tempts to solv딩 the funda-
mental problems which still face us today--τhe quali ty
。f the enviromaent. satisfaction in work~ and the,
n15distribution of‘ wealth. 1I
14Williams , p.155.
15Paul 믿hampson， p. xvi.
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